ABSTRACT
GRAY, GENEVA MARIE ELY. Ensemble Creation of Downscaled Climate Projections in the
Southeast (Under the direction of Dr. Walter Robinson).
Downscaled climate projections are used to deduce how the climate will change in future
decades at local and regional scales. It is important to use multiple models to characterize part of
the future uncertainty given the impact on adaptation decision making. This is traditionally
employed through an equally-weighted ensemble of multiple GCMs (Global Circulation Model
or Global Climate Model) downscaled using one technique. Newer practices include several
downscaling techniques in an effort to improve the representation of future uncertainty within an
ensemble. This practice may, however, add statistically dependent models to the ensemble and,
therefore, artificially increase the reliability and confidence of statistical methods that assume an
independent and identically distributed random variable.
Previous research has shown a dependence problem in the GCM ensemble in multiple
generations, but this has not yet been shown with the downscaled ensemble. In this case study,
six downscaled climate projections on the daily time scale are considered. These data represent
74 ensemble members, 43 GCMs, and two generations of GCMs. Hierarchical agglomerative
clustering is applied to inter-model correlated seasonal values and then averaged to determine
dependent clusters. Patterns of dependence are compared to a previously published method. The
results from the two methods are compared for various permutations of the 74 ensemble
members.
Both methods present dependent links between select ensemble members with the
strongest links occurring between like-GCM members. This suggests that different downscaling
techniques do not increase the independence between ensemble members that share the same
parent GCM. When building a reduced ensemble, these redundancies are the first to be filtered

out. Other likely sources of dependence, such as identical downscaling techniques, climate
generation, or modeling center, do present in select dependent clusters. Any signals that can be
gathered from these hypothetical sources of dependency are buried by the overwhelming signal
from like-GCM members.
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CHAPTER 1
1. Introduction
How can a municipality prepare for climate change? There are two ways to tackle this
problem. 1) City leaders can adopt adaptation plans that focus on the broad regional impacts of
global climate change based on information from global climate models (or GCMs). Examples of
this approach can be seen in the “Sectors” and “Response Strategies” sections of the 2018
National Climate Assessment. Or 2) Leaders can adopt a localized plan that focuses on key
areas that will be influenced by a changing climate. For example, a coastal location may be most
concerned with beach erosion, a large metro-area may be most concerned about heat induced
stress on their infrastructure and population, or a municipality may be tasked with managing an
endemic species that brings pride to the area. In this case, specific data, along with the
uncertainties associated with these data, are needed to adequately understand the particular
problems of the local area.
Yet the amount of information available to aid decision makers is both overwhelming and
underwhelming. Overwhelming in the sense that petabytes of climate change data are freely
available. But clear guideposts for how to use and interpret this information are still lacking. This
thesis seeks to reduce the amount of downscaled climate change projection data needed for a
rigorous climate projection analysis and offers guidance on what data sets should be used for
specific regions. Terms and definitions will be supplied throughout this chapter.

1.1. What is a Climate Model?
Understanding global climate change is a coalescence of centuries worth of scientific
advancements. Sir Isaac Newton published Philosophiæ Naturalis Principia Mathematica in the
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year 1687. In this three-part series Newton introduced the idea that force equals the amount of
mass an object has by the acceleration of said mass. This idea led Claude-Louis Navier and Sir
George Gabriel Stokes to derive an equation that describes the movement of fluids. Years later,
Vilhelm Bjerknes posited that the Navier-Stokes equation could be used to predict the
atmospheric system of circulation, and Lewis Fry Richardson calculated the first weather
forecast by hand (Richardson, 1922) using Bjerknes’s published guidance (Bjerknes 1906, 1910).
Once digital computers made the timely processing of these calculations possible, Carl-Gustav
Rossby simplified Bjerknes equations for computer simulations, and from that, Jule Charney
successfully created the first numerical weather model (Charney et al. 1950).
The success of numerical weather prediction quickly motivated researchers to develop
more complex general circulation models (GCM). Norman Phillips of Princeton’s Institute of
Advanced Study developed the first finite-differenced GCM on a 17 x 16 grid (Edwards, 2011).
Yet, it was still a working model. Phillips was able to achieve this by simplifying the climate
system to a limited, closed set of equations. As computer capabilities grew, and more
parameterizations were developed, more sectors of the climate system were incorporated into
general circulation models.
The climate research community quickly expanded in number and effort with the
availability of a stable computer code base to simulate the atmospheric circulation. Larger scale
climate simulations started to take place, and the inclusion of other earth systems were included.
Today, GCMs (now known as ‘global climate models’ to reflect the inclusion of the ocean and
other climate system properties into the model base) are sophisticated numerical models
containing thousands or millions of lines of computer code. Leading scientific institutions from
across the globe have developed their own climate models that include different aspects of the
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Earth system and have incorporated different methodologies to model similar physical climate
systems.
GCMs simulate climate-system interactions by superimposing a grid-pattern across the
surface of the model globe and vertically up into the upper levels of the atmosphere. Each of
these grid boxes is an area in which physical and parameterized equations depict the behavior of
the atmosphere, hydrosphere, biosphere, and cryosphere. Climate scientists have steadily
increased the number of physical aspects of the earth-system environment as computing power
and understanding of the system have improved. Today, climate models are complex numerical
simulations of how different parts of the Earth’s climate system interact with one another.
Over time many different institutions have created their own GCMs. In the mid 1990s,
the Coupled Model Inter-comparison Project (CMIP) under the auspices of the World
Meteorological Organization (WMO) was created to allow for the systematic analysis and
comparison of climate model output resulting from a set of structured experiments (Taylor,
2012). Beginning with the third CMIP effort (Meehl, 2007), a consistent set of greenhouse gas
emissions scenarios were developed in conjunction with the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) for use in climate change experiments across all CMIP models. Within these
experiments, increased computing power has allowed each institution to run their own model
several times with different mathematical approximations of climate and weather processes. This
increases the number of experimental results available for each model, which, when combined
with the results from other CMIP GCMs, comprise what is referred to as the model ensemble.
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1.2. Downscaled Climate Projections
How climate models are interpreted is a crucial issue for applied climate science. Climate
models that project future conditions indicate that the climate will change. This is an
environmental impact that many different sectors feel pressure to prepare for. GCMs are not,
however, yet capable of simulating at the perceived scales of need of environmental modelers
(Franklin et al., 2013). In response, many techniques have been developed to ‘downscale’ the
GCMs to a finer spatial (and sometimes temporal) resolution. The downscaling itself is the act of
relating the coarser resolution GCM to a finer resolution mesh, and then predicting values for all
locations at that finer resolution.
There are two downscaling approaches: empirical statistical and dynamic. Dynamic
downscaling, or regional climate modeling, is the process of running a higher resolution
numerical model on a smaller areal domain and using the coarser GCM output to supply the
boundary conditions that govern the large-scale atmospheric flow within the inner domain. This
approach allows for a consistent simulation of the local climate response with the global climate
forcing, and it can provide many output climate variables for analysis, but it also requires a
considerable amount of processing power. Empirical statistical downscaling, on the other hand,
refers to a broad array of techniques to build statistical models that relate local historical
observations to the large-scale GCM output. This process can be completed with considerably
less computing power, but the number of climate variables is limited to the availability of the
observations. Critically, empirical statistical downscaling assumes stationarity in time which
could lead to a biased approximation for a changing future climate (Dixon et al. 2016).
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Two types of dynamic downscaling are commonly available to end-users:

Finite-differencing - This method approximates the physical differential equations that govern
the atmosphere via successive orders of taylor series estimation in a three-dimensional gridded
space. RegCM3 is the model represented in this study (Hostetler, 2011).

Pseudo-spectral modeling - Is commonly referred to as “spectral modeling” in meteorological
literature, allows the physical equations to iterate within wave-space (Virieux et al. 2011).
Gridded values are found by sampling the wave-space for solutions for a given location. FSUFSI, which uses a variation of the CAM_SEM dynamical core (Kanamaru and Kanamitsu, 2007,
Baer et al, 2007), was to be used in this study, but its high-latitude boundary fell short of the
spatial domain.

There are several different types of statistical techniques, and the data used in subsequent
chapters have been downscaled using the following statistical methods.

Regression Methods - Two types of regression methods are represented in the full ensemble. A
simple linear regression (Lorenz, n.d.) for temperature and an asynchronous regional regression
(Stoner et al. 2013) model which uses a piecewise regression at data quantiles.

Weather Generator - This method is specifically used to model precipitation frequency and
amounts (Lorenz, n.d, Wilks and Wilby, 1999) by using a Markov chain that will either assign a
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value of 0 for precipitation, or sample from a chi-squared distribution to obtain precipitable
amount.

Constructed Analogues - A regression in which parameters are selected based on analogues
between high-resolution weather patterns in the climate record and lower-resolution weather
patterns in a different data set (Abatzoglou and Brown 2012; Hidaligo et al. 2008).

There are more empirical statistical downscaled models than dynamic models available
principally due to computation time restrictions. A large GCM ensemble is more likely to be
available for a statistically downscaled data set, than a dynamic one. This is why, despite the
flaws associated with statistical downscaled data such as fewer available variables and the
assumption of stationarity (Ho et al. 2012; Lanzante et al. 2018), it is the most widely used form
of localized climate projections (Hidalgo et al. 2008; Quintana et al. 2010; Fowler et al. 2012;
Franklin et al, 2013).

1.3. Using Ensembles to Predict the Range of Future Climates
Much work has been done since Jule Charney first used a numerical weather model to
successfully simulate the physical state of the atmosphere. Advancements in resolution, Earth
system coupling, physical understanding, and parameterization techniques brought about the
world the climate models we use today. Now there are many different models and no clear
choice on the best or “right” model (Pierce et al. 2009; Flato et al, 2013). Instead all climate
models from qualified climate modeling centers are combined into a multi-model ensemble in
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order to incorporate all information given by all climate models (Flato et al. 2013; Tebaldi and
Knutti 2007).
In the most recent CMIP, CMIP5 (Coupled Model Intercomparison Project, Phase 5),
results from 61 different climate models, some with multiple model runs -- running the same
base model with different parameterizations or initial data --, are available from 28 different
modeling centers (Flato et al., 2013). Each model within this ensemble produces slightly
different answers as to the overall sensitivity of the climate system to anthropogenic greenhouse
gas emissions. All models are included in the ensemble to quantitatively and qualitatively
understand future uncertainty.
There are several reasons to use an ensemble of climate models as opposed to any single
climate model. 1) It has been shown that the ensemble mean will outperform any individual
model when compared to observations of precipitation and temperature (Annan and Hargreaves,
2011; Chaturvedi et al, 2012; Gleckler et al., 2008; Sillmann et al. 2013; Lambert and Boer,
2001; Phillips and Glecker, 2006; Randall et al. 2007). 2) The spread of the ensemble shows the
uncertainty associated with future climate projections (Nakicenovic and Swart, 2000, Knutti et
al., 2010). 3) An ensemble gives insight into possible extremes (Palmer and Räisänen, 2002).
And 4) The ensemble can be used to better understand the different sources of uncertainty such
as scenario, model, and climate uncertainty (Hawkins and Sutton, 2009).
There are two ensemble paradigms commonly invoked in the literature. The “truthcentered” paradigm which assumes that the true value occurs close to the center of the ensemble
distribution and the “observation and models are statistically indistinguishable” paradigm which
assumes the true value is drawn from the same distribution as the models (Sanderson and Knutti,
2012). Prior research efforts cited in these works have used the “truth-centered” paradigm,
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specifically when showing that the ensemble mean outperforms any individual ensemble
member (Annan and Hargreaves, 2011; Chaturvedi et al, 2012; Gleckler et al., 2008; Sillmann et
al. 2013; Lambert and Boer, 2001; Phillips and Glecker, 2006; Randall et al. 2007). Other works,
mainly those using the projection ensemble, have used the indistinguishable interpretation
(Jackson et al., 2008; Murphy et al., 2007; Perkins et al., 2007). Sanderson and Knutti (2012)
postulate that these two paradigms are not “mutually exclusive” and instead the historical
projection appears to be truth-centered because we have observations to constrain and tune
model performance. Future projections are then viewed as indistinguishable from truth, since
there are not observations to provide constraints for further tuning.

1.4. Ensemble Independence
As the use of the entire GCM ensemble has become easier in the age of increased
computer processing, so has the amount of research on its benefits and drawbacks. GCMs are
developed by independent organizations, but there are only so many ways to program the
atmospheric dynamics, code-sharing occurs for parameterizations, and a single organization can
produce multiple GCMs with only slight variations in coupling or parameterizations. Increased
supercomputer resources also increase the number of times a single GCM can run through the
entire simulation period. Modeling institutions can run the same GCM with different initial
conditions to produce several versions of the same GCM with different output results. All of
these factors can influence the independence of the ensemble.
Assuming all models are drawn from an independent and identically distributed variable
space is a vital assumption when interpreting the climate ensemble. Issues arise with the
interpretation of the ensemble depending on the paradigm it is considered under. If the ensemble
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is viewed as a “truth-centered” spread (Sanderson and Knutti, 2012), having closely related
model members within the ensemble can unfairly weight exactly where the center of the
ensemble is and provide an under- or overestimate of the true ensemble mean. Any calculation is
dependent on the number of overall models. The “replicate earth” or “probabilistic spread”
(Sanderson and Knutti, 2012) interpretation, which assigns each ensemble member an equal
weight in analysis, is especially impacted if multiple GCMs fall around the same area in the
ensemble spread, but are, to some degree, dependent. Three hypothetical models might be
weighted as one model in a probabilistic interpretation.
Regardless of how an ensemble is interpreted, both paradigms benefit from the
statistically independent ensemble assumption , in estimatingconfidence, uncertainty, and in
performing extrema analysis. These formulas, however, rely on the number of models (N) in an
ensemble and are often divided by N. Resulting values can be artificially reduced when the
number of models in the ensemble is artificially increased. This can cause the statistical analysis
of the full ensemble to appear to perform better when evaluated against historical time periods.
This deflates the uncertainty values and can instill a false confidence in the ensemble.
Several studies have shown that GCM ensemble members have biases and that those
biases are correlated. The ensemble dependence issue has been analyzed on the global climate
scale using correlated errors (Pennell, 2011) and climate sensitivity scores (Sanderson, Knutti,
and Caldwell, 2015). Yet, when quantitative climate change guidance is needed at a local level,
downscaled climate projections are commonly used. This can add another level of dependence to
an already inflated GCM ensemble. First, there are several different downscaling versions to use,
and the current user recommendation is to incorporate as many downscaling techniques as
possible to minimize the amount of downscaling uncertainty. Yet, many of these downscaling
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projections include the same GCMs as shown in Figure 1.1, which shows the ECHAM/MPI-OM
climate model downscaled using four different techniques. This results in an all-encompassing
ensemble including multiple members of the same GCM but downscaled differently. This could
inflate the number of viable ensemble members. Secondly, the majority of available downscaled
projections are statistically downscaled. There are a limited number of historical data sets
available that meet the minimum requirements to create a global to local climatological
relationship (historical record length, density of weather stations, and parameters available),
which means similar downscaling techniques may increase the dependence of individual
members. Finally, the act of downscaling in of itself may increase the dependence of all the
members that are downscaled. Whether the model is statistically or dynamically downscaled, the
dataset starts out with GCMs that use mostly different physics to create a simulation of the
future. When downscaling, however, only one statistical algorithm or dynamical code base is
applied to the entire ensemble. This could inadvertently increase the dependence of the entire
downscaled data set.
Two studies, in particular, use a model independence analysis to reduce the overall
ensemble size. Pennell (2011) uses a hierarchical clustering methodology to find closely related
climate models. These models are then assigned varying weights, so that closely related models
do not overly influence the full ensemble. Sanderson, Knutti, and Caldwell (2015) use a method
that analyzes the similar patterns between observation and simulated time series via Empirical
Orthogonal Functions (EOF). Results from the EOF analysis can form a distance matrix which
can produce coordinates in a 2D climate space after being processed through a Multidimensional
Scale Algorithm. The closer any model is on this 2D space, the more similar/less independent
they are. Sanderson, Knutti, and Caldwell postulate that the ensemble can be reduced based the
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resulting distance matrix (Sanderson, Mehner, and Knutti, 2017). These two approaches present
possible solutions to a dependent ensemble sample, yet this has only been studied on the GCM
scale. The work featured here aims applies these two methods to the downscaled ensemble.

1.5. Motivation
Constructing an ensemble of downscaled projections that fully captures the local
climatology of a region while also reducing redundancies is a challenge that many climate data
users (ecosystem, species, land-use, and watershed modelers) face. Currently, climatologists
familiar with these datasets have recommended using all available data that is computationally
feasible, due to the likelihood that the end-user is using a nonlinear model. Any sub-setting of the
climate ensemble can impact the spread of end-user’s parameter of interest. This study seeks to
test this recommendation and to propose a method that can quantitatively reduce the number of
ensemble to an effective number of climate models.
Another recommendation users receive is to use the most current GCM generation
(CMIP5), yet recent research has suggested that the CMIP3 (previous generation) and CMIP5
generation ensembles are not distinct enough warrant separate treatment. This study will
combine the downscaled projections of both CMIP3 and CMIP5 in order to see if including a
modeling organization’s previous and current models adds multiple dependent models to a large
ensemble.
This work is conducted, in part, under the Defense/Coastal Estuarine Research Project
Second Phase (DCERP-2) contract awarded by Research Triangle Park (RTI) funded by the
Strategic Environmental Research Defense Program (SERDP). The goal of this project is to
provide current and future environmental guidance for the Marine Corps base in Camp Lejeune,
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NC. Ecosystem modelers are simulating the watershed, estuary, carbon storage of pine forests,
and red-cockaded woodpecker species distribution under the RCP 8.5/A2 climate scenarios. This
work is done to provide the modelers with robust projected climate data for Eastern North
Carolina that include the effective number of ensemble members based on the ensemble
reduction techniques in Pennell and Reichler (2011) and Sanderson, Knutti, and Caldwell (2015).

1.6. Research Questions
There are many questions that can be tackled on a downscaled ensemble. This work
hopes to shed light onto the following hypotheses about ensemble building with several
downscaled data sets:

o Downscaled models that share the same parent GCM and similar sub-model components, and
same downscaling technique are not independent.
o Removing dependent models from the full ensemble will not affect, or minimally affect
ensemble spread.
o The reduced ensemble will not be constant across the Southeast CONUS and will depend on
domain location and size.
o The comparison between the two independence methods from Pennell and Reichtler (2011)
and Sanderson, Knutti, and Caldwell (2015) will produce similar results.

These hypotheses will be explored quantitatively and qualitatively in the subsequent chapters
and will be evaluated for correctness in Chapter 6.
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1.7. Outline of Thesis
Chapter two covers the data and methods. Chapters three and four cover the results of the
clustering and SKC method on varying domains, parameters, and other sensitivities. Chapter five
is an overview of dependence-aware ensemble building and ensemble weights. Finally, chapter
six includes a summary and conclusion to these works.
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Figure 1.1: The difference in average summertime (JJA) maximum temperatures projected into
mid-century by the CMIP3 model ECHAM/MPI-OM and downscaled by four different groups.
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Table 1.1: An example table from Joetzjer et al. (2013) showing the modeling centers that
contributed to both CMIP3 and CMIP5 along with the model name in each generation and
atmospheric resolution.
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CHAPTER 2
2. Methods
In this chapter, the domain, data, and temporal restrictions on these details are discussed.
Next, the reader can expect descriptions of the two model independence algorithms. Finally, the
protocols for creating individual ensembles are outlined.

2.1. Domain
To test the hypotheses outlined in Chapter 1, the southeastern portion of the United States
as well as subdomains within the southeast are used as the spatial domain in different chapters of
this text. The boundaries are the land regions encompassed by: 25.14− 40.27N and 102.97−
74.05W (Figure 2.1). The subdomains are replicated from Wooten et al. (2014) (Figure 2.2 and
Table (2.1).

2.1.1. Data
Six different downscaled datasets are used chosen to represent a variety of techniques and
climate modeling generations. The datasets are as follows: Bias Corrected Constructed Analogs
(BCCA3 and BCCA5) from Reclamation (2013), Multivariate Adaptive Constructed Analogs
(MACA) from Abazoglou (2012), Third Generation Regional Climate Model (RegCM3) from
Hostetler (2011), Southeast Regional Assessment Project (SERAP) from Stoner (2012),
Wisconsin Initiative on Climate Change Impacts (WICCI) from Lorenz (n.d.) (Table 2.2). The
only example of dynamical downscaling is the RegCM3 model.
All data are available for the Southeast United States and include the daily variables
precipitation, maximum temperature, and minimum temperature. These data are regridded to a
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15 km grid using bilinear interpolation. Finally, it must be noted that this is a convenience
sample. Not every downscaling method is applied to every GCM. Since these are the data that
are available to end-users of climate products, these are the data used in this analysis.
Historical climate observations are used in one ensemble building method and in
evaluating model performance. METDATA from Abazoglou (2013) for the above variables
between the years of 1979 and 1999 are used for these purposes.

2.1.2. Baseline and Future Climate Projections
The A2 and the RCP8.5 emission scenario from CMIP3 and CMIP5 are combined in this
ensemble analysis. CMIP3 models are downscaled in BCCA3, RegCM3, SERAP, and WICCI.
CMIP5 models are downscaled in BCCA5 and MACA.
Common time periods across all models for the baseline are between 1960 and 1999.
Projection time periods overlap for all models between 2020 and 2099. The only exception is
WICCI, which has a projection time period between 2046 and 2065 (Figure 2.3).

2.2. Model Independence Algorithms
This chapter explores two different methods: Ward’s Agglomerative Hierarchal
Clustering as introduced in Pennell and Reichler (2011) henceforth referred to as “clustering”,
and a method described in a series of papers by Sanderson, Knutti, and Caldwell (2015) and
Sanderson, Wehner, and Knutti (2017) henceforth referred to as the “SKC Method.”
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2.2.1. Measure of Similarity
A measure of similarity is needed as the input into the clustering technique. First a
correlation is computed between seasonal averages for each variable (maximum temperature,
minimum temperature, and total precipitation) at each grid cell.
(2.1)

𝜌(𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟(𝐺𝐶𝑀𝑥 (𝑖, 𝑗, [𝑡1 , 𝑡2 , … , 𝑡𝑇 ]), 𝐺𝐶𝑀𝑦 (𝑖, 𝑗, [𝑡1 , 𝑡2 , … , 𝑡𝑇 ])),

where T is the number of days corresponding a particular month, and 𝜌(𝑖, 𝑗) = 1 if x = y.
Fisher’s z transformation is performed on each 𝜌(𝑖, 𝑗) (Wilks 2006, Corey 2010). Z
values are averaged over space and then for each variable. Average Zs are transformed back to
correlation. Finally, the dissimilarity score is calculated from the correlations.
(2.2)

𝑑(𝑖, 𝑗) = 1 − |𝜌(𝑖, 𝑗)|

2.2.2. Ward’s Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering
Much information can be distilled from the dissimilarity matrix alone, but clustering can
reveal specific patterns in the dissimilarity matrix that may be hidden by the simple vastness of
the amount of data present. Here Ward’s method, first introduced in Ward (1963), is
implemented to find the groups of the most similar downscaled climate models. Ward’s method
is best described by the equations in the text by Kaufman and Rousseeuw (2005) starting on page
230.
Kaufman and Rousseeuw describe Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering as a method
that calculates distances between data points and groups together the closest values for each
iterative step. Each varying sub-method uses the same concept but varies in how the distance is
calculated. Ward’s method calculates distance using a Euclidean distance formula and a factor
that is meant to minimize the variances between each clustering step. Kaufman and Rousseeuw
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describe the reasoning behind this method as close to the statistical reasoning behind leastsquares. Equation 22 on page 230 of Kaufman and Rousseeuw (equation 2.3 in these works)
shows Ward’s algorithm.
(2.3)

2|𝑅||𝑄|

𝑑 2 (𝑅, 𝑄) = |𝑅|+|𝑄| ||𝑅 + 𝑄||2

Where R and Q are individual data points, and the real distance is the square of 𝑑 2 (𝑅, 𝑄)
The factor multiplying the Euclidian distance is a measure that minimizes the error sum of
squares. Of course, this method has some of the same drawbacks as other methods based on
minimizing the error sum of squares. The most notable drawback that must be considered here is
the influence of outlier data points on the final clustering result. There are no data sets within the
74 downscaled climate models considered here that can be considered outliers for the region, but
it is important to note that it is not outside the possibility for downscaled climate models to be
statistically different enough from the observations to be considered outlier data.
The robustness of the results obtained by this clustering method can be quantitatively
compared using the agglomerative coefficient. According to Kaufman and Rousseeuw, the
agglomerative coefficient (AC) can be interpreted as a measure how well the structure
represented by the clustering results represents the internal structure of these data. The AC can
range between 0 and 1, with 1 being a perfect model of the internal structure of the data, and a
value of 0 meaning the internal structure of the data cannot be captured with this agglomerative
method.
(2.4)

1

𝐴𝐶 = 𝑛 ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑙(𝑖),

where n is the number of data points and 𝑙(𝑖) are the normalized lengths of the modeled
structure. Each length is normalized to fall between 0 and 1, meaning the AC must be between 0
and 1.
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Given the simplicity of the AC calculation, there are limitations to its use in a quantitative
context. The AC is heavily influenced by outliers and the number of data points used in the
analysis. Therefore, the AC can really be used only to compare clustering solutions that have
very similar inputs. This information will become more relevant in later chapters, but for now,
we can quantify a successful clustering, hoping for an AC closer to 1 than 0.

2.2.3. SKC Method
Sanderson, Knutti, and Caldwell published their method for evaluating GCM
interdependence in two papers (2015a) (2015b). This method is different enough from the
clustering technique to warrant its own exploration for the time and domain of interest. (Figure
2.4)

2.2.4. Principal Component Analysis
Values are normalized before principal component analysis (PCA). Starting with the
same 74 ensemble members plus the observational dataset of maximum temperature, minimum
temperature, and daily precipitation, seasonal aggregates are calculated. This is done to reduce
the amount of data to be processed and to roughly de-trend the daily data. Using the
observational data set, the inter-seasonal variance is found, and each of the now p=75 are
normalized by the variance. The observational data set is now treated as indistinguishable from
the climate model baselines.
(2.5)

𝑇

𝑇𝑛 = 𝜎2,
𝑇

where 𝑇𝑛 is the normalized temperature variable, T is the seasonally aggregated temperature
variable, and 𝜎𝑇2 is the inter-seasonal variance calculated from the temperature variable. This
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equation is applied to both maximum temperature and minimum temperature. Precipitation is
normalized the same way, with the corresponding precipitation variables.
Each of the 75 grids are then vectorized and used to populate a matrix X size (p x r)
where p is the number of models and r the model parameters taken from a 2D form and
transformed into a single vector. The ensemble average for each row is subtracted from X, which
creates X1. PCA is applied to X1.
(2.6)

𝑿𝟏 = 𝑼𝝀𝑽𝑻

Equation 2.6 is taken form Sanderson, Knutti, and Caldwell (2015). U is the matrix of orthogonal
loadings, 𝝀 are the eigenvalues, and V is an orthogonal matrix of spatial patterns of variability.

2.2.5. Inter-Model Distance
The U loadings matrix the same notation as Sanderson, Knutti, and Caldwell (2015). The
authors say in the auxiliary material provided with their 2015 paper, “The inter-model distances
can then be assessed using a ‘cityblock’ methodology in the variance weighted space defined by
the loadings matrix.” The following equation is the result:
(2.7)

𝛿𝑖𝑗 = {∑𝑡𝑙=1[𝑼(𝑖, 𝑙) − 𝑼(𝑗, 𝑙)]2 }1/2,

where 𝛿𝑖𝑗 is the distance between models i and j, and t is the truncation length of the PCA: t=20
in the auxiliary material of the SKC paper.

2.2.6. Multidimensional Scaling
The final step in the SKC method is multidimensional scaling (MDS). MDS takes the 𝛿𝑖𝑗
and creates a 2D space, that we will call R. R starts with p dimensions. Using Kruskals Stress-1
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formula, as done so by SKC and optimizing with the SMACOF (scaling by majorizing a convex
function), we obtain a 2-dimensional R space.
1/2

(2.8)

𝑑𝑖𝑗 (𝑹) = [∑2𝑠=1(𝑥𝑖𝑠 − 𝑥𝑗𝑠 )2 ]

(2.9)

𝜎1 (𝛿, 𝑹) = {

𝑝

2
∑𝑖=1 ∑𝑖−1
𝑗=1[𝛿𝑖𝑗 −𝑑𝑖𝑗 (𝑹)]
𝑝

2
∑𝑖=2 ∑𝑖−1
𝑗=1 𝑑𝑖𝑗 (𝑹)

1/2

}

,

where p is the number of models plus observations, 75. 𝑥𝑖𝑠 and 𝑥𝑗𝑠 are the distances in 2D space.
The MDS is repeated no less than 20 times with random values of R, until the probability
density function (PDF) of the surface is smooth.

2.3. Ensemble Creation
New model weights are determined to create a new ensemble. The new ensemble is
evaluated against several different metrics including a skill score, root-mean-square error
(RMSE), and a spread measure.

2.3.1. Model Weights
Two different model weighting schemes are employed. Sanderson, Wehner, and Knutti
(2017) offered guidance on how to use the results from the multidimensional scaling, called a
“uniqueness weight”, along with a “skill weight” calculated from RMSE distance between the
baseline model and historical observations.
First, a similarity score as a function of inter-model distance is calculated. If intermodal
distance is 0, then the similarity score is 1. As the distance approaches infinity, the similarity
score approaches 0. The similarity score is summed across all models into a repetition score. The
inverse of the repetition score is the uniqueness weight.
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𝛿𝑖𝑗

−(𝐷 )

(2.10)

𝑆(𝛿𝑖𝑗 ) = 𝑒

(2.11)

𝑅𝑢 (𝑖) = 1 + ∑𝑗≠𝑖 𝑆(𝛿𝑖𝑗 )

(2.12)

𝑤𝑢 (𝑖) = (𝑅𝑢 (𝑖))−1,

𝑢

𝑝

where i is the individual model, p is the total number of models, and j are all other models that
are not i.
Pennell and Reichler (2011) weight each hierarchical branch as one model. The cut off
node is determined by maximizing the full ensemble spread and minimizing the number of
effective climate models.

2.3.2. Skill Score
A skill score quantifies how aligned the model probability density function (PDF) is with
the observational PDF. A score of one means the two PDFs overlap perfectly, a score of zero
conversely means the PDFs do not overlap at all. This metric is used to measure model
performance on replicating the full historical climatology.

2.3.3. Root-Mean-Square Error
RMSE is a measure of how accurate the model is compared to the historical climatology.
This metric is susceptible to outlier influence. Even with this drawback, however, RMSE
remains a key value in evaluating model performance.

2.3.4. Spread Measure
The proportion of the full 74-member ensemble that is covered by the reduced ensemble
is the spread measure. Analogous to the skill score, if the spread measure is 1, the reduced
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ensemble covers the entire spread of the full ensemble. As the spread measure approaches 0, less
of the full ensemble is represented. Ensemble spread communicates multiple sources of
uncertainty for future climates and as much of the spread of the full ensemble should be
maintained in the reduced version.
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Figure 2.1: The spatial domain of the study area within a red rectangle at 25.14− 40.27N and
102.97− 74.05W.
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Figure 2.2: Image from Wootten et al. (2014) showing the sub-domains within the southeast
United States. Domains are numbered 1-14 for reference in later chapters.
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Table 2.1: The geographical bounds for each subdomain within the southeast United States.
Numbers as in Figure 2.2.
Reference
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Geographical Description

Geographical Bounds

South Florida
East Coast North Florida and Georgia
Northern Gulf Coast of Florida
Alabama, Western Georgia
South Carolina
South Appalachians
Eastern North Carolina
Louisiana and Mississippi Coast
Mississippi, Northern Louisiana, and Southern
Arkansas
Southeast Virginia
Eastern Kentucky and Western Virginia
Central Tennessee and Kentucky
Northern Arkansas and Western Tennessee
Southern Missouri

25− 29N 83− 80W
29− 32.5N 83− 80W
29.5− 32N 88.5− 83W
32.5− 34.5N 88.5− 83W
32.5− 34.5N 83− 78W
34.5− 36N 85.5− 80.5W
34.5− 36N 80.5− 75W
29− 32N 94−88.5W
32− 34.5N 94− 88.5W
36− 38N 80.5− 75W
36− 38N 85.5− 80.5W
34.5− 38N 88.5− 85.5W
34.5− 36N 94−88.5W
36− 38N 94−88.5W
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Table 2.2: List of data sources. Downscaled climate projections are: RegCM3, SERAP, WICCI,
BCCA3, BCCA5, and MACA. METDATA is an observation dataset.
Short
Name
RegCM3

SERAP

WICCI

Long Name

Citation

Regional Climate
Model – Third
Generation
Southeast Regional
Assessment Project

Hostetler et
al. (2011)

Wisconsin Initiative
on Climate Change
Impacts
BCCA3
Bias-Correction
Constructed
Analogues
BCCA5
Bias-Correction
Constructed
Analogues
MACA
Multi-variate
Adaptive Constructed
Analogues
METDATA UofI Meteorological
Data

Stoner et al.
(2012)

Grid
Size
15 km

Method

1/8 °

Asynchronous CMIP3
Regional
Regression
Empirical
CMIP3
Statistical
Downscaling
Constructed
CMIP3
Analogues

David Lorenz 1/10 °

Dynamic

Model
Generation
CMIP3

Reclamation
(2013)

1/8 °

Reclamation
(2012)

1/8 °

Constructed
Analogues

CMIP5

Abatzoglou
(2012)

4 km

Constructed
Analogues

CMIP5

Abatzoglou
(2013)

4 km

N/A

N/A
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Figure 2.3: Figure from Sanderson, Knutti, and Caldwell (2015a) that visually explains the
methodology for finding inter-model similarity through PCA model loadings.
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Chapter 3
3. Model Dependence
As the capacity for computer processing and memory increases so does the ability to run
and validate GCMs. Yet these models are not completely independent, as explained in chapter 1.
New generations of models from modeling centers are not developed starting with hello world.
The reality is that code bases evolve from older generations, and old colleagues collaborate and
share coding solutions to complicated problems. Modeling centers may also focus their efforts on
improving single components of a climate model, such as the atmospheric portion or cryosphere
modeling, resulting in a final model that may share sub-model components, as shown in figures
3.1 and 3.2.
The GCM ensemble dependence issue is well documented by prior research (Pennell and
Reichler, 2011), (Sanderson et al. 2015a, 2015b, and 2017), (Sanderson and Knutti, 2012), and
(Masson and Knutt, 2011). Yet there is no effort, as of this writing, to account for the
dependencies that arise within a climate ensemble from using the same downscaling
methodology.
In this chapter, the model dependence of a 74-member ensemble of downscaled GCMs is
qualitatively assessed using hierarchal clustering and a distance matrix formed from EOF model
loadings. Statistical clusters are shown via dendrograms, the distance matrix is shown
graphically, as well as distances transformed to a 2D space. These methods are shown for the
southeast CONUS and for 14 sub-regions within the Southeast. Subsequent chapters will focus
on sensitivity testing based on variable, climate model generation, and downscaling methods
included in the final ensemble.
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3.1. In the Southeast
The southeast CONUS is home to variable climates ranging from subtropical to
temperate, mountainous to coastal. The southeast CONUS can experience climate extremes in
precipitation on large scales from tropical and extratropical cyclones or on the small scales of
flash floods resulting from mesoscale precipitation systems. The climatology of this region
includes historical floods, drought, heat waves and cold snaps. Due to this heterogeneity in land
type and climate, the southeast serves as a robust test case for dependence testing of downscaling
methods.

3.1.1. Hierarchal Clustering
Clustering results for the entire southeast, aggregated by seasonal aggregation of monthly
average maximum temperature, minimum daily temperature, and precipitation are shown in
Figure 3.7. The further away any two models are listed from right to left, the more independent
the two models are. Two main branches are present. The largest branch includes all of the
BCCA5 and MACA parent GCM pairs, along with other same-GCM but different downscaling
methods. On the far left of the plot is a 3-model branch of models all downscaled with
SERAP/DCP model.
In general, the clusters seem to be highly driven by like-GCM ensemble members. These
instances all occur in the larger of the two highest order branches. Within this larger branch are
two sub-branches containing seven and twelve members respectively. These branches are notable
because they are not like the two-member branches of like-GCMs that predominate the
dendrogram. Instead, the branches include ensemble members that do not have a matching likeGCM from a different downscaling ensemble. GFDL-CM3 downscaled with BCCA5 is within
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the twelve-member cluster even though there are several other ensemble members from GFDL,
but not the exactly same model.
There are instances of members clustering with other GCMs from the same modeling
center. HadGEM-CC and HadGEM-ES are both downscaled from the MACA ensemble and are
clustered together in the dendrogram. BCC-CSM1-1 and BCC-CSM1-1m are downscaled with
BCCA5 and MACA respectively and are clustered together. Finally, on the far-left side of the
plot, three GCMs are grouped together, two CGCM3.1(T47) from BCCA3 and SERAP, and one
CGCM3.1(T63) from WICCI.
The agglomerative coefficient (AC) is 0.95 for the Southeast cluster, which indicates that
this method can sufficiently represent the internal structure of the data.

3.1.2. SKC Method Results
Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show results from the SKC/EOF model loadings method. The lowertriangle aggregated distance matrix of the first 20 EOF model loadings for 74 climate models and
1 observational dataset including seasonal average maximum and minimum temperature, and
seasonal total precipitation is shown. Each data point in the figure is labeled with the parent
GCM and color-coded by downscaling method.
Figure 3.8 shows the relative inter-model dependence by shading. Lighter shades indicate
more dependence between the row and column ensemble members, and darker shades indicate
the opposite.
Several models show large differences between themselves and the observational data
set. In general, if the model is far in relative distance from METDATA, then the model is far
from the rest of the GCM/downscaled ensemble members. Four models follow this trend:
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CESM1-BGC, a BCCA5 downscaled model, MRI-CGCM3, a MACA model, ECHAMP/MPIOM, a RegCM3 model, and GISS-R, a WICCI model. These 4 models are not only the most
distant when compared to all other models, but also the most distance when compared to each
other.
The same inference can be made when considering the same models that are the most
independent in Figure 3.8 in the 2D space represented by Figure 3.9. What is apparent in the 2D
space, which can easily be overlooked in the distance matrix, is how relatively close the models
are to the METDATA observations. There seems to be a closeness between MACA and BCCA5
models in the 2D space, as shown by the clustering in the center of the red and maroon colored
symbols. BCCA5 and MACA downscaled NorESM1-M exhibit the same closeness, as depicted
in the hierarchal clustering (Figure 3.8) at around the x = 2 and y = 0.2 location. This pattern is
similar to that seen in the dendrogram from the clustering.

3.2. Sub-region Results
Both the hierarchal clustering and the SKC analysis are performed on subset domains
within the southeast, Figures 2.1 and 2.2. These subsets are the same as those used in Wootten et
al. (2014) for the evaluation of downscaled datasets and were chosen by data availability and
relative climate similarity.
The next sections first give a brief synopsis of the sub-region’s unique climate drivers,
then describe in detail the subtle differences of each dependence analysis.
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3.2.1. South Florida
Region 1 is a sub-tropical region with a lengthily coastline. Nearly all land area is at,
below, or just above sea-level. Precipitation regimes include tropical systems, land-sea breeze,
and summertime convection. Mid-latitude cyclones rarely reach far enough south to impact this
region.
The dendrogram (AC = 0.96) for south Florida (figure 3.10) has two branches, a small
branch that contains three members, and a larger branch that contains the rest of the members.
The same three ensemble members from the whole-domain dendrogram are in the smaller branch
for this sub-region. A notable feature of the hierarchical clustering is that the large cluster is
further divided into two branches. One branch includes all the BCCA5 and BCCA3 downscaled
members, and the other branch includes most of the MACA, SERAP, and WICCI members. The
majority of like-GCM pairs are between MACA and BCCA5, and, since those downscaling
methods are separated in this clustering solution, there are fewer like-GCM pairs present in the
dendrogram.
The SKC method does not seem to replicate the clustering findings. Again, the models
that are furthest from the observations are also furthest from the rest of the ensemble members.
There are even instances in which the different downscaling but same GCM members are far
apart. Consider Figures 3.11 and 3.12. First, this region has one of the lowest overall distance
ranges of all the sub-domains outside of the region 6. Secondly, there are several BCCA5 and
MACA downscaled members with the same or similar parent GCM that have the largest intermodel distances. ISPL-CM5A-MR, ISPL-CM5A-LR, and ISPL-CM5B-LR are all within the
MACA downscaled dataset. A member from the same parent GCM, ISPL-CM5A-LR, is also
downscaled by BCCA5. The BCCA5 model is relatively distant from the MACA ISPL-CM5A-
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MR and ISPL-CM5A-LR, but also relatively close to the MACA ISPL-CM5B-LR. These
specific results are not replicated in the hierarchical clustering. Another example of
incompatibility between the clustering and SKC methods is from the CSIRO-Mk3-6-0 model,
which is downscaled in both BCCA5 and MACA. It also has a large distance shading on the
distance matrix in Figure 3.11, and it is not clustered together in the dendrogram in Figure 3.10.

3.2.2. East Coast North Florida and Georgia
This is the subtropical portion, with non-negligible influence of mid-latitude forcing, of
the Southeast domain. Region 2 is a coastal region with precipitation dominated by thunderstorm
sources and some tropical and mid-latitude rainfall contributing to annual precipitation totals.
Clustering results for region 3 (figure 3.13) show an AC of 0.95. There are two higher
order branches, one with only three ensemble members, and the other containing the remaining
members. The small rightmost branch contains SERAP downscaled models ECHO-G, UKMOHadCM3, and UKMO-HadGEM1. Most lower order clusters are select multiples of like-GCM
parent ensemble members. This is similar to the results for the entire southeast domain.
The distance matrix for Region 2 in Figure 3.14 and the 2D distances in Figure 3.15 show
that if the ensemble member is distant from the observations in these spaces, it is more likely to
be relatively distance from all the other ensemble members. If we consider the BCC-CSM1-1
model from both BCCA5 and MACA dataset, we see that the relative distance between these
models and any other model is less that 2 (Figure 3.14) even though these models are considered
to be more alike to ISPL-CM5A-LR in the clustering method (Figure 3.15). The most distant
members do not share downscaling methodology, parent GCM, or generation (Figure 3.14 and
3.15).
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3.2.3. Northern Gulf Coast of Florida
The third region includes a large part of the Gulf coastline. Humid and warm summers
and mild winters are common in this region. Elevation is still near sea-level, ranging in the 10s
and low-100s of meters.
The dendrogram for the sub-region encompassing the northern Gulf coast of Florida
(figure 3.16) has an AC of 0.95. As with previous regions, there are two higher order branches,
one with only three ensemble members, and the other containing the remaining members. The
small rightmost branch contains SERAP downscaled models ECHO-G, UKMO-HadCM3, and
UKMO-HadGEM1. Most lower order clusters are select multiples of like-GCM parent ensemble
members. Members with unique parent GCMs cluster together. This is similar to the results for
the entire southeast domain.
Employing the SKC method on Region 3 produces a different view of the distance
between the ensemble members and the observations when compared to the full domain. Figures
3.17 and 3.18 show that each member is not as strongly clustered around the observations as for
previous regions. This is due to the absence of any one model that is too different from the rest of
the members. MACA downscaled models MRI-CGCM3 and NorESM1-m (bottom right area of
Figure 3.18) are very similar to each other, when using distance as a measure, but are relatively
far from other ensemble members.

3.2.4. Alabama and Western Georgia
Region 4 is an inland region with no coastline, but still very similar climatologically to
the previous two regions. This area includes the southern tip of the Sandhills region, which offers
heterogeneity in surface type and, therefore, variation in surface temperature.
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An AC score of 0.95 indicates this hierarchal clustering (Figure 3.19) very closely
represents the internal structure of these data. As with previous regions, there are two higher
order branches, one with only three ensemble members, and the other containing the remaining
members. The small rightmost branch contains the same three SERAP downscaled models
ECHO-G, UKMO-HadCM3, and UKMO-HadGEM1. Most lower-order clusters are select
multiples of like-GCM parent ensemble members. Members with unique parent GCMs cluster
together. This is similar to the results for the entire southeast domain.
The SKC methodology (Figures 3.20 and 3.21) shows that there is similarity between
BCCA3 and other BCCA3 models. The BCCA3 models are also relatively close to the majority
of BCCA5 models, as shown in Figure 3.20 by the light blue shading in the distance matrix cells.
The BCCA5 models that are not close to the BCCA3 models are also further in from the rest of
the ensemble members. Figure 3.21 shows the bright red plot points (BCCA5) on the fringes of
the greater plot area.

3.2.5. South Carolina
This fifth region is at the same approximate latitude as region 4 but includes coastal
regions and much of the Carolina Sandhills. Mid-latitude cyclones influence this region in
spring, fall, and winter, but region 5 receives little snowfall and enjoys a subtropical climate
most of the year.
The hierarchal clustering (Figure 3.22) has an AC score of 0.95. As with previous
regions, there are two higher order branches, one with only three ensemble members and the
other containing the remaining members. The small rightmost branch contains the same three
SERAP downscaled models ECHO-G, UKMO-HadCM3, and UKMO-HadGEM1. Most lower
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order clusters are select multiples of like-GCM parent ensemble members, with the exception of
three lower-order clusters that group together members without similar GCM genealogy.
Members with unique parent GCMs cluster together. This is similar to the results for the entire
southeast domain.
The SKC methodology results in Figure 3.23 and Figure 3.24 show several obvious
instances of models being dissimilar to the observations, and, therefore, dissimilar to the rest of
the ensemble members. These models are: WICCI downscaled GFDL-CM2.0, RegCM3
dynamically downscaled ECHAM5/MPI-OM and BCCA5 downscaled CCSM4. The 2D plot
(Figure 3.24) indicates that most of the edge plot points are from BCCA5 and MACA.

3.2.6. South Appalachians
Region 6 includes the highest peak east of the Mississippi River. Relatively sharp
elevation changes influence the temperature and precipitation of this region, and mid-latitude
cyclones bring snow and ice in winter. A measurable amount of orographic lift along the
mountain ranges produces the most variable precipitation pattern observed in the domain. This is
one of the few entirely temperate regions represented in the domain.
The dendrogram (figure 3.25) for the southern Appalachian region has an agglomerative
coefficient of 0.95. As with previous regions, there are two higher-order branches, one with only
three ensemble members, and the other containing the remaining members. The small rightmost
branch contains SERAP downscaled models ECHO-G, UKMO-HadCM3, and UKMOHadGEM1. Most lower-order clusters are select multiples of like-GCM parent ensemble
members. Members with unique parent GCMs cluster together. This is similar to the results for
the entire southeast domain and the other regions previously noted.
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The mountainous domain surprisingly has the shortest inter-model distance in the SKC
loadings matrix (Figure 3.26) of all the other subset domains. The pattern of the distance matrix
shows that no model is drastically different from the observations. Instead, each model shows a
variable distance relationship depending on which model the distance is calculated to. When a
model is not relatively far from the observations, the distances between each individual ensemble
members are clearer. Plot points in Figure 3.27 are very spread out when compared to the total
domain in Figure 3.9.

3.2.7. Eastern North Carolina
Region 7 includes coastline but not the outer banks of North Carolina, due to grid size
restrictions. The northern tip of the Sandhills is captured in this domain. Mid-latitude storms
bring sporadic widespread precipitation in the spring, fall, and winter. Convective storms bring
heavy rain in the summertime. Frozen precipitation can occur once or twice a year in the more
inland regions of this domain.
Clustering results for region 7 (figure 3.28) have an AC of 0.96. There are two higherorder branches, one with only three ensemble members, and the other containing the remaining
members. The small rightmost branch contains SERAP downscaled models ECHO-G, UKMOHadCM3, and UKMO-HadGEM1. Most lower-order clusters are select multiples of like-GCM
parent ensemble members. This is similar to the results for the entire southeast domain.
The distance matrix (Figure 3.29) and the 2D space (Figure 3.30) show the BCCA5
models in this region are more distant from each other and outside downscaling methods. Some
exceptions are the relative closeness of INM-CM4 with ISPL-CM5A-LR and GFDL-CM3 and
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GFDL-ESM2m. This is evident in both the dark blue shading of Figure 3.30 and the bright red
color-coded points in Figure 3.30.

3.2.8. Louisiana and Mississippi Coast
The warm Gulf coastal winds modulate the climate of Region 8. The low elevations of
the total sub-domain means that the annual average increase in temperatures depends only on
distance from the coast.
The hierarchal clustering (Figure 3.31) has an AC score of 0.94. As with previous
regions, there are two higher-order branches, one with only three ensemble members, and the
other containing the remaining members. The small rightmost branch contains the same three
SERAP downscaled models ECHO-G, UKMO-HadCM3, and UKMO-HadGEM1. Most lowerorder clusters are select multiples of like-GCM parent ensemble members, with two notable
exceptions. The first is the division between the CSIRO-MK3.0 members downscaled with both
the WICCI and SERAP methods. While other like-GCM members cluster together, this pair did
not. The other example is the separation in the dendrogram between the HadGEM2-ES and
HadGEM2-CC, both MACA downscaled members. These two members have clustered together
in previous examples.
The distance matrix (Figure 3.32) and 2D plot (Figure 3.33) show 5 GCMs are very
different from both the observation and from all other models. They are more similar to each
other than any other GCM ensemble member. GFDL-CM2.0 and CNRM-CM3 from WICCI,
CSIRO-Mk3-6-0, GFDL-CM3, GFDL-E2M2G from BCCA5 are all the large distance members.
GFDL-CM2.0 from WICCI is the farthest from any point, and in Figure 3.33 it is shown by the
data point plotted in the upper left corner of the plot.
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3.2.9. Mississippi, Northern Louisiana, and Southern Arkansas
The inland domain of region 9 is fairly homogenous when compared to the other
domains. Region 9 is classified as a sub-tropical climate zone.
An AC score of 0.95 indicates this hierarchal clustering (Figure 3.34) very closely
represents the internal structure of these data. As with previous regions, there are two higherorder branches, one with only three ensemble members, and the other containing the remaining
members. The small rightmost branch contains the same three SERAP downscaled models
ECHO-G, UKMO-HadCM3, and UKMO-HadGEM1. Most lower-order clusters are select
multiples of like-GCM parent ensemble members. Members with unique parent GCMs cluster
together. One exception for this region is the CSIRO-MK3.0 members downscaled with both the
WICCI and SERAP methods. While other like-GCM members clustered together, this pair did
not. The rest of the clusters are similar to the results for the entire southeast domain.
There are no overtly large model versus observations weighting the distance matrix in
any one way when considering the SKC methods in Figures 3.35 and 3.36. The only notable
pattern is in the 2D space in Figure 3.36. Like other domains, the BCCA5 models seems to be on
the outer edge of the plot, while other downscaled methods are in a more central space.

3.2.10. Southeast Virginia
Region 10 has a similar climate to regions 6 and 7. However, the coastal regions of
southeast Virginia are only minimally affected by the warm Gulf Current that regulates the
temperature of eastern coastal locations in the Southeast. The mountainous areas experience
variable spatial precipitation and temperature patterns due to the changing topography.
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Clustering results for region 10 (figure 3.37) have an AC of 0.95. There are two higherorder branches, one with only three ensemble members, and the other containing the remaining
members. The small rightmost branch contains SERAP downscaled models ECHO-G, UKMOHadCM3, and UKMO-HadGEM1. Most lower-order clusters are select multiples of like-GCM
parent ensemble members. This is similar to the results for the entire southeast domain and other
sub-regions.
The results of the SKC method for this region is highly influenced by the large distance
between the observational METDATA and the BCCA5 GFDL-ESM2m ensemble member. Two
other GFDL models are relatively close to GFDL-ESM2m: GFDL-CM3 from BCCA5 and
WICCI’s GFDL-CM2.0. These two cells for the GFDFL-ESM2m row are the only light blue
shadings in its row and column in the distance matrix (Figure 3.38). Again, the BCCA5 redcoded values are around the perimeter of the 2D distance area (Figure 3.39).

3.2.11. Eastern Kentucky and Western Virginia
The mountainous area of region 11 experiences the same topography-induced patterns in
temperature and precipitation that regions 10 (southeast Virginia) and 6 (southern Appalachia)
do.
Hierarchical clustering results for region 11 have an AC of 0.95, nearly the same as the
other domains. Like previous regions, there are two higher-order branches, one with only three
ensemble members, and the other containing the remaining members. The small rightmost
branch contains the same three SERAP downscaled models ECHO-G, UKMO-HadCM3, and
UKMO-HadGEM1. Most lower-order clusters are select multiples of like-GCM parent ensemble
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members. Members with unique parent GCMs cluster together. This is similar to the results for
the entire southeast domain.
There are large differences between observations and select models, as made evident by
the distance matrix produced from the SKC method (Figure 3.41): BCCA5’s CNRM-CM5,
MACA’s NorESM1-M, and WICCI’s two models, ECHO-G and ECHAM5/MPI-OM. Figure
3.42 shows these distances transformed to 2D. The plot points of each model are relatively close,
due to the large distance between the models listed above and all other models.

3.2.12. Central Tennessee and Kentucky
Region 12 is upwind from the highest points of the southern portion of the Appalachian
mountain range. It experiences similar precipitation regimes for throughout the Southeast and
similar average annual temperature to the next two regions with similar latitude and topography.
The dendrogram for the Central Tennessee and Kentucky region (figure 3.43) has an
agglomerative coefficient of 0.95. There are two higher-order branches, one with only three
ensemble members, and the other containing the remaining members. This pattern is similar to
all previous analysis. The smaller rightmost branch contains SERAP downscaled models ECHOG, UKMO-HadCM3, and UKMO-HadGEM1. Most lower-order clusters are multiples of likeGCM parent ensemble members. Members with unique parent GCMs cluster together. This is
similar to the results for the entire southeast domain and other regions previously noted.
The distance matrix (Figure 3.44) and 2D surface (Figure 3.45) produced from the SKC
analysis both show that the CGCM3.1(T63) model downscaled by WICCI is so dissimilar to the
other models and METDATA observations that the rest of them look similar in comparison.
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3.2.13. Northern Arkansas and Western Tennessee
The landlocked region 13 includes less dramatic elevation changes than regions 12
(Central Tennessee and Kentucky) and 6 (southern Appalachia) but still experiences variable
spatial patterns of temperature and precipitation due to topography.
Clustering results for region 13 (figure 3.46) have an AC of 0.94. There are two higherorder branches, one with only three ensemble members, and the other containing the remaining
members. The small rightmost branch contains SERAP downscaled models ECHO-G, UKMOHadCM3, and UKMO-HadGEM1. Most lower-order clusters are select multiples of like-GCM
parent ensemble members. The results are similar to previous clustering patterns.
The distance matrix (Figure 3.47) produced by the SKC analysis for Region 13 shows the
WICCI downscaled ECHAMP5/MPI-OM model to be largely dissimilar from the observations
and from other ensemble members. It does not seem to be close in distance to the other
downscaled versions, unlike the clustering method, which consistently clusters these models as
similar. Exploring these data in the 2D plot (Figure 3.48) shows that, indeed, no other
ECHAMP5/MPI-OM model has a close distance to the WICCI version. Yet, unlike other
domains, one large-distance model does not cause the relative closeness of the other models to
become small. The other models in Figure 3.48 are not tightly located around the observations or
really any point of centrality.

3.2.14. Southern Missouri
Region 14 is less of a subtropical climate and more of a temperate climate. This subregion is likely to have the most wintertime snowfall of all the regions. Mid-latitude cyclones
during the fall and spring move across the area without immediate topographic influence.
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As with previous dendrograms, an AC score of 0.94 indicates this hierarchal clustering
(Figure 3.49) very closely represents the internal structure of these data. As with previous
regions, there are two higher-order branches, one with only three ensemble members, and the
other containing the remaining members. The small rightmost branch, again, contains the same
three SERAP downscaled models ECHO-G, UKMO-HadCM3, and UKMO-HadGEM1. Most
lower-order clusters are select multiples of like-GCM parent ensemble members. Members with
unique parent GCMs generally cluster together. This is similar to the results for the entire
southeast domain.
In the final domain SKC analysis, the distance matrix (Figure 3.50) indicates several
models that show large distance from the observations and from most of the models. BCCA5
downscaled models that are largely dissimilar from the other ensemble members are: CCSM4,
CESM1-BCC, and CNRM-CM5. WICCI’s dissimilar models are: CSIRO-Mk3.5, GFDLCM2.0, GISS-ER, and ECHO-G. Finally, one SERAP ensemble member that has a large relative
distance is UKMO-HadCM3. While these distance cells are shaded dark blue in the distance
matrix (Figure 3.50), the 2D representation (Figure 3.51) does not spread out over a larger area.
The pattern for these data points is quite close, with few points near the fringes of the plot.
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Table 3.1: Part 1 of 2 tables from Sanderson and Caldwell (2015). The table lists CMIP5 GCMs
and the following sub-model components: atmosphere, land, ocean, and ice.
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Table 3.2: Part 2 of 2 tables from Sanderson and Caldwell (2015). The table lists CMIP5 GCMs
and the following sub-model components: atmosphere, land, ocean, and ice.
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Table 3.3: CMIP3 model names, modeling center, atmospheric model, sea ice dynamics,
coupling flux adjustments, and land, soil, plants, routing references. Part 1 of 4, from IPCC
(2012).
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Table 3.4: CMIP3 model names, modeling center, atmospheric model, sea ice dynamics,
coupling flux adjustments, and land, soil, plants, routing references. Part 2 of 4, from IPCC
(2012).
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Table 3.5: CMIP3 model names, modeling center, atmospheric model, sea ice dynamics,
coupling flux adjustments, and land, soil, plants, routing references. Part 3 of 4, from IPCC
(2012).
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Table 3.6: CMIP3 model names, modeling center, atmospheric model, sea ice dynamics,
coupling flux adjustments, and land, soil, plants, routing references. Part 4 of 4, from IPCC
(2012).
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Figure 3.1: Dendrogram of downscaled GCMs aggregated over the entire Southeast domain.
Clusters are a function of precipitation, maximum temperature, and minimum temperature intercorrelation. Both dendrograms show the same results. The top dendrogram has models labeled
by their parent GCM, and the bottom dendrogram is labeled by the downscaling method. NOTE:
DCP = SERAP downscaling method.
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Figure 3.2: The lower-triangle aggregated distance matrix of the first 20 EOF model loadings for
74 climate models and 1 observation dataset including seasonal average maximum and minimum
temperature, and seasonal total precipitation. Each row and column are labeled with the parent
GCM and color-coded by downscaling method. Ordered from top to bottom: Observation,
BCCA3, BCCA5, SERAP, MACA, RegCM3, and WICCI. Each cell is shaded according to the
model loading distance. Lighter shades indicate relative closeness, darker shades indicate relative
distance.
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Figure 3.3: A 2D representation of the loadings distance matrix (Figure 3.4) from the SKC
method. Color and symbol combinations indicate parent GCM. Color denotes downscaling
method ordered from top to bottom: Observation, BCCA3, BCCA5, SERAP, MACA, RegCM3,
and WICCI. Those bolded in the legend are CMIP3 generation models.
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Figure 3.4: Dendrogram of downscaled GCMs aggregated over south Florida (region 1 subdomain). Clusters are a function of precipitation, maximum temperature, and minimum
temperature inter-correlation. Both dendrograms show the same results. The top dendrogram has
models labeled by their parent GCM, and the bottom dendrogram is labeled by the downscaling
method. NOTE: DCP = SERAP downscaling method.
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Figure 3.5: The lower-triangle aggregated distance matrix of the first 20 EOF model loadings for
74 climate models and 1 observation dataset including seasonal average maximum and minimum
temperature, and seasonal total precipitation for southern Florida (region 1). Each row and
column are labeled with the parent GCM and color-coded by downscaling method. Ordered from
top to bottom: Observation, BCCA3, BCCA5, SERAP, MACA, RegCM3, and WICCI. Each cell
is shaded according to the model loading distance. Lighter shades indicate relative closeness,
darker shades indicate relative distance.
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Figure 3.6: A 2D representation of the loadings distance matrix (Figure 3.6) from the SKC
method. Color and symbol combinations indicate parent GCM. Color denotes downscaling
method ordered from top to bottom: Observation, BCCA3, BCCA5, SERAP, MACA, RegCM3,
and WICCI. Those bolded in the legend are CMIP3 generation models.
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Figure 3.7: Dendrogram of downscaled GCMs aggregated over the east coast of north Florida
and Georgia (region 2 sub-domain). Clusters are a function of precipitation, maximum
temperature, and minimum temperature inter-correlation. Both dendrograms show the same
results. The top dendrogram has models labeled by their parent GCM, and the bottom
dendrogram is labeled by the downscaling method. NOTE: DCP = SERAP downscaling method.
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Figure 3.8: The lower-triangle aggregated distance matrix of the first 20 EOF model loadings for
74 climate models and 1 observation dataset including seasonal average maximum and minimum
temperature, and seasonal total precipitation for north Florida and Georgia (region 2 subdomain). Each row and column are labeled with the parent GCM and color-coded by
downscaling method. Ordered from top to bottom: Observation, BCCA3, BCCA5, SERAP,
MACA, RegCM3, and WICCI. Each cell is shaded according to the model loading distance.
Lighter shades indicate relative closeness, darker shades indicate relative distance.
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Figure 3.9: A 2D representation of the loadings distance matrix (Figure 3.6) from the SKC
method. Color and symbol combinations indicate parent GCM. Color denotes downscaling
method ordered from top to bottom: Observation, BCCA3, BCCA5, SERAP, MACA, RegCM3,
and WICCI. Those bolded in the legend are CMIP3 generation models.
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Figure 3.10: Dendrogram of downscaled GCMs aggregated over the northern gulf coast region of
Florida (region 3 sub-domain). Clusters are a function of precipitation, maximum temperature,
and minimum temperature inter-correlation. Both dendrograms show the same results. The top
dendrogram has models labeled by their parent GCM, and the bottom dendrogram is labeled by
the downscaling method. NOTE: DCP = SERAP downscaling method.
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Figure 3.11: The lower-triangle aggregated distance matrix of the first 20 EOF model loadings
for 74 climate models and 1 observation dataset including seasonal average maximum and
minimum temperature, and seasonal total precipitation northern gulf coast region of Florida
(region 3 sub-domain). Each row and column are labeled with the parent GCM and color-coded
by downscaling method. Ordered from top to bottom: Observation, BCCA3, BCCA5, SERAP,
MACA, RegCM3, and WICCI. Each cell is shaded according to the model loading distance.
Lighter shades indicate relative closeness, darker shades indicate relative distance.
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Figure 3.12: A 2D representation of the loadings distance matrix (Figure 3.6) from the SKC
method. Color and symbol combinations indicate parent GCM. Color denotes downscaling
method ordered from top to bottom: Observation, BCCA3, BCCA5, SERAP, MACA, RegCM3,
and WICCI. Those bolded in the legend are CMIP3 generation models.
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Figure 3.13: Dendrogram of downscaled GCMs aggregated over Alabama and western Georgia
(region 4 sub-domain). Clusters are a function of precipitation, maximum temperature, and
minimum temperature inter-correlation. Both dendrograms show the same results. The top
dendrogram has models labeled by their parent GCM, and the bottom dendrogram is labeled by
the downscaling method. NOTE: DCP = SERAP downscaling method.
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Figure 3.14: The lower-triangle aggregated distance matrix of the first 20 EOF model loadings
for 74 climate models and 1 observation dataset including seasonal average maximum and
minimum temperature, and seasonal total precipitation Alabama and western Georgia (region 4
sub-domain). Each row and column are labeled with the parent GCM and color-coded by
downscaling method. Ordered from top to bottom: Observation, BCCA3, BCCA5, SERAP,
MACA, RegCM3, and WICCI. Each cell is shaded according to the model loading distance.
Lighter shades indicate relative closeness, darker shades indicate relative distance.
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Figure 3.15: A 2D representation of the loadings distance matrix (Figure 3.6) from the SKC
method. Color and symbol combinations indicate parent GCM. Color denotes downscaling
method ordered from top to bottom: Observation, BCCA3, BCCA5, SERAP, MACA, RegCM3,
and WICCI. Those bolded in the legend are CMIP3 generation models.
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Figure 3.16: Dendrogram of downscaled GCMs aggregated over South Carolina (region 5 subdomain). Clusters are a function of precipitation, maximum temperature, and minimum
temperature inter-correlation. Both dendrograms show the same results. The top dendrogram has
models labeled by their parent GCM, and the bottom dendrogram is labeled by the downscaling
method. NOTE: DCP = SERAP downscaling method.
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Figure 3.17: The lower-triangle aggregated distance matrix of the first 20 EOF model loadings
for 74 climate models and 1 observation dataset including seasonal average maximum and
minimum temperature, and seasonal total precipitation South Carolina (region 5 sub-domain).
Each row and column are labeled with the parent GCM and color-coded by downscaling method.
Ordered from top to bottom: Observation, BCCA3, BCCA5, SERAP, MACA, RegCM3, and
WICCI. Each cell is shaded according to the model loading distance. Lighter shades indicate
relative closeness, darker shades indicate relative distance.
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Figure 3.18: A 2D representation of the loadings distance matrix (Figure 3.6) from the SKC
method. Color and symbol combinations indicate parent GCM. Color denotes downscaling
method ordered from top to bottom: Observation, BCCA3, BCCA5, SERAP, MACA, RegCM3,
and WICCI. Those bolded in the legend are CMIP3 generation models.
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Figure 3.19: Dendrogram of downscaled GCMs aggregated over the southern Appalachians
(region 6 sub-domain). Clusters are a function of precipitation, maximum temperature, and
minimum temperature inter-correlation. Both dendrograms show the same results. The top
dendrogram has models labeled by their parent GCM, and the bottom dendrogram is labeled by
the downscaling method. NOTE: DCP = SERAP downscaling method.
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Figure 3.20: The lower-triangle aggregated distance matrix of the first 20 EOF model loadings
for 74 climate models and 1 observation dataset including seasonal average maximum and
minimum temperature, and seasonal total precipitation southern Appalachians (region 6 subdomain). Each row and column are labeled with the parent GCM and color-coded by
downscaling method. Ordered from top to bottom: Observation, BCCA3, BCCA5, SERAP,
MACA, RegCM3, and WICCI. Each cell is shaded according to the model loading distance.
Lighter shades indicate relative closeness, darker shades indicate relative distance.
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Figure 3.21: A 2D representation of the loadings distance matrix (Figure 3.6) from the SKC
method. Color and symbol combinations indicate parent GCM. Color denotes downscaling
method ordered from top to bottom: Observation, BCCA3, BCCA5, SERAP, MACA, RegCM3,
and WICCI. Those bolded in the legend are CMIP3 generation models.
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Figure 3.22: Dendrogram of downscaled GCMs aggregated over eastern North Carolina (region
7 sub-domain). Clusters are a function of precipitation, maximum temperature, and minimum
temperature inter-correlation. Both dendrograms show the same results. The top dendrogram has
models labeled by their parent GCM, and the bottom dendrogram is labeled by the downscaling
method. NOTE: DCP = SERAP downscaling method.
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Figure 3.23: The lower-triangle aggregated distance matrix of the first 20 EOF model loadings
for 74 climate models and 1 observation dataset including seasonal average maximum and
minimum temperature, and seasonal total precipitation eastern North Carolina (region 7 subdomain). Each row and column are labeled with the parent GCM and color-coded by
downscaling method. Ordered from top to bottom: Observation, BCCA3, BCCA5, SERAP,
MACA, RegCM3, and WICCI. Each cell is shaded according to the model loading distance.
Lighter shades indicate relative closeness, darker shades indicate relative distance.
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Figure 3.24: A 2D representation of the loadings distance matrix (Figure 3.6) from the SKC
method. Color and symbol combinations indicate parent GCM. Color denotes downscaling
method ordered from top to bottom: Observation, BCCA3, BCCA5, SERAP, MACA, RegCM3,
and WICCI. Those bolded in the legend are CMIP3 generation models.
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Figure 3.25: Dendrogram of downscaled GCMs aggregated over Louisiana and the Mississippi
coast (region 8 sub-domain). Clusters are a function of precipitation, maximum temperature, and
minimum temperature inter-correlation. Both dendrograms show the same results. The top
dendrogram has models labeled by their parent GCM, and the bottom dendrogram is labeled by
the downscaling method. NOTE: DCP = SERAP downscaling method.
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Figure 3.26: The lower-triangle aggregated distance matrix of the first 20 EOF model loadings
for 74 climate models and 1 observation dataset including seasonal average maximum and
minimum temperature, and seasonal total precipitation Louisiana and the Mississippi coast
(region 8 sub-domain). Each row and column are labeled with the parent GCM and color-coded
by downscaling method. Ordered from top to bottom: Observation, BCCA3, BCCA5, SERAP,
MACA, RegCM3, and WICCI. Each cell is shaded according to the model loading distance.
Lighter shades indicate relative closeness, darker shades indicate relative distance.
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Figure 3.27: A 2D representation of the loadings distance matrix (Figure 3.6) from the SKC
method. Color and symbol combinations indicate parent GCM. Color denotes downscaling
method ordered from top to bottom: Observation, BCCA3, BCCA5, SERAP, MACA, RegCM3,
and WICCI. Those bolded in the legend are CMIP3 generation models.
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Figure 3.28: Dendrogram of downscaled GCMs aggregated over Mississippi, northern Louisiana,
and southern Arkansas (region 9 sub-domain). Clusters are a function of precipitation, maximum
temperature, and minimum temperature inter-correlation. Both dendrograms show the same
results. The top dendrogram has models labeled by their parent GCM, and the bottom
dendrogram is labeled by the downscaling method. NOTE: DCP = SERAP downscaling method.
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Figure 3.29: The lower-triangle aggregated distance matrix of the first 20 EOF model loadings
for 74 climate models and 1 observation dataset including seasonal average maximum and
minimum temperature, and seasonal total precipitation Mississippi, northern Louisiana, and
southern Arkansas (region 9 sub-domain). Each row and column are labeled with the parent
GCM and color-coded by downscaling method. Ordered from top to bottom: Observation,
BCCA3, BCCA5, SERAP, MACA, RegCM3, and WICCI. Each cell is shaded according to the
model loading distance. Lighter shades indicate relative closeness, darker shades indicate relative
distance.
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Figure 3.30: A 2D representation of the loadings distance matrix (Figure 3.6) from the SKC
method. Color and symbol combinations indicate parent GCM. Color denotes downscaling
method ordered from top to bottom: Observation, BCCA3, BCCA5, SERAP, MACA, RegCM3,
and WICCI. Those bolded in the legend are CMIP3 generation models.
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Figure 3.31: Dendrogram of downscaled GCMs aggregated over southeast Virginia (region 10
sub-domain). Clusters are a function of precipitation, maximum temperature, and minimum
temperature inter-correlation. Both dendrograms show the same results. The top dendrogram has
models labeled by their parent GCM, and the bottom dendrogram is labeled by the downscaling
method. NOTE: DCP = SERAP downscaling method.
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Figure 3.32: The lower-triangle aggregated distance matrix of the first 20 EOF model loadings
for 74 climate models and 1 observation dataset including seasonal average maximum and
minimum temperature, and seasonal total precipitation southeast Virginia (region 10 subdomain). Each row and column are labeled with the parent GCM and color-coded by
downscaling method. Ordered from top to bottom: Observation, BCCA3, BCCA5, SERAP,
MACA, RegCM3, and WICCI. Each cell is shaded according to the model loading distance.
Lighter shades indicate relative closeness, darker shades indicate relative distance.
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Figure 3.33: A 2D representation of the loadings distance matrix (Figure 3.6) from the SKC
method. Color and symbol combinations indicate parent GCM. Color denotes downscaling
method ordered from top to bottom: Observation, BCCA3, BCCA5, SERAP, MACA, RegCM3,
and WICCI. Those bolded in the legend are CMIP3 generation models.
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Figure 3.34: Dendrogram of downscaled GCMs aggregated over eastern Kentucky and western
Virginia (region 11 sub-domain). Clusters are a function of precipitation, maximum temperature,
and minimum temperature inter-correlation. Both dendrograms show the same results. The top
dendrogram has models labeled by their parent GCM, and the bottom dendrogram is labeled by
the downscaling method. NOTE: DCP = SERAP downscaling method.
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Figure 3.35: The lower-triangle aggregated distance matrix of the first 20 EOF model loadings
for 74 climate models and 1 observation dataset including seasonal average maximum and
minimum temperature, and seasonal total precipitation eastern Kentucky and western Virginia
(region 11 sub-domain). Each row and column are labeled with the parent GCM and color-coded
by downscaling method. Ordered from top to bottom: Observation, BCCA3, BCCA5, SERAP,
MACA, RegCM3, and WICCI. Each cell is shaded according to the model loading distance.
Lighter shades indicate relative closeness, darker shades indicate relative distance.
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Figure 3.36: A 2D representation of the loadings distance matrix (Figure 3.6) from the SKC
method. Color and symbol combinations indicate parent GCM. Color denotes downscaling
method ordered from top to bottom: Observation, BCCA3, BCCA5, SERAP, MACA, RegCM3,
and WICCI. Those bolded in the legend are CMIP3 generation models.
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Figure 3.37: Dendrogram of downscaled GCMs aggregated over central Tennessee and
Kentucky (region 12 sub-domain). Clusters are a function of precipitation, maximum
temperature, and minimum temperature inter-correlation. Both dendrograms show the same
results. The top dendrogram has models labeled by their parent GCM, and the bottom
dendrogram is labeled by the downscaling method. NOTE: DCP = SERAP downscaling method.
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Figure 3.38: The lower-triangle aggregated distance matrix of the first 20 EOF model loadings
for 74 climate models and 1 observation dataset including seasonal average maximum and
minimum temperature, and seasonal total precipitation central Tennessee and Kentucky (region
12 sub-domain). Each row and column are labeled with the parent GCM and color-coded by
downscaling method. Ordered from top to bottom: Observation, BCCA3, BCCA5, SERAP,
MACA, RegCM3, and WICCI. Each cell is shaded according to the model loading distance.
Lighter shades indicate relative closeness, darker shades indicate relative distance.
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Figure 3.39: A 2D representation of the loadings distance matrix (Figure 3.6) from the SKC
method. Color and symbol combinations indicate parent GCM. Color denotes downscaling
method ordered from top to bottom: Observation, BCCA3, BCCA5, SERAP, MACA, RegCM3,
and WICCI. Those bolded in the legend are CMIP3 generation models.
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Figure 3.40: Dendrogram of downscaled GCMs aggregated over northern Arkansas and western
Tennessee (region 13 sub-domain). Clusters are a function of precipitation, maximum
temperature, and minimum temperature inter-correlation. Both dendrograms show the same
results. The top dendrogram has models labeled by their parent GCM, and the bottom
dendrogram is labeled by the downscaling method. NOTE: DCP = SERAP downscaling method.
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Figure 3.41: The lower-triangle aggregated distance matrix of the first 20 EOF model loadings
for 74 climate models and 1 observation dataset including seasonal average maximum and
minimum temperature, and seasonal total precipitation northern Arkansas and western Tennessee
(region 13 sub-domain). Each row and column are labeled with the parent GCM and color-coded
by downscaling method. Ordered from top to bottom: Observation, BCCA3, BCCA5, SERAP,
MACA, RegCM3, and WICCI. Each cell is shaded according to the model loading distance.
Lighter shades indicate relative closeness, darker shades indicate relative distance.
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Figure 3.42: A 2D representation of the loadings distance matrix (Figure 3.6) from the SKC
method. Color and symbol combinations indicate parent GCM. Color denotes downscaling
method ordered from top to bottom: Observation, BCCA3, BCCA5, SERAP, MACA, RegCM3,
and WICCI. Those bolded in the legend are CMIP3 generation models.
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Figure 3.43: Dendrogram of downscaled GCMs aggregated over southern Missouri (region 14
sub-domain). Clusters are a function of precipitation, maximum temperature, and minimum
temperature inter-correlation. Both dendrograms show the same results. The top dendrogram has
models labeled by their parent GCM, and the bottom dendrogram is labeled by the downscaling
method. NOTE: DCP = SERAP downscaling method.
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Figure 3.44: The lower-triangle aggregated distance matrix of the first 20 EOF model loadings
for 74 climate models and 1 observation dataset including seasonal average maximum and
minimum temperature, and seasonal total precipitation southern Missouri (region 14 subdomain). Each row and column are labeled with the parent GCM and color-coded by
downscaling method. Ordered from top to bottom: Observation, BCCA3, BCCA5, SERAP,
MACA, RegCM3, and WICCI. Each cell is shaded according to the model loading distance.
Lighter shades indicate relative closeness, darker shades indicate relative distance.
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Figure 3.45: A 2D representation of the loadings distance matrix (Figure 3.6) from the SKC
method. Color and symbol combinations indicate parent GCM. Color denotes downscaling
method ordered from top to bottom: Observation, BCCA3, BCCA5, SERAP, MACA, RegCM3,
and WICCI. Those bolded in the legend are CMIP3 generation models.
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Chapter 4

4. Sensitivity Testing
End users of downscaling climate projections frequently request project-specific data.
Users may need only one meteorological variable in their analysis, or they may otherwise be
restricted to using only one downscaled dataset. This chapter attempts to qualify the sensitivity
of both the hierarchical clustering and SKC methods.

4.1. By Meteorological Variable
Does isolating the analysis to one variable rather than aggregating the correlations impact
the structure of dependence? The next two sections elaborate on how clustering and the SKC
method change when looking at only maximum temperature or precipitation.

4.1.1. Maximum Temperature
The AC score for temperature (Figure 4.1) is very similar to the full variable run shown
in Figure 3.7, with an AC of 0.95. There are two higher-order branches, one with only three
ensemble members, and the other containing the remaining members. The small rightmost
branch contains SERAP downscaled models ECHO-G, UKMO-HadCM3, and UKMOHadGEM1. Most lower-order clusters are select multiples of like-GCM parent ensemble
members.
Maximum temperature is again similar to the all-variable run for the SKC method. Few
models are very distant from one another in the loadings matrix (Figure 4.2), which does not
seem to affect the general spread of the 2D distances (Figure 4.3). The models are separate from
the observations point and seem to be closer to each other than to the observations.
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4.1.2. Precipitation
An AC of 0.82 for the precipitation-only test (Figure 4.4) is a decrease from the
maximum temperature hierarchical clustering and other all-variable runs which had AC scores in
the mid-0.90s. Therefore, this dendrogram does not replicate the structure of the data as well as
in previous examples. Ensemble members with like-GCM genealogy cluster together in a
different pattern compared to nearly all the dendrograms in Chapter 3. The length between
dendrogram nodes where branches meet is longer for the precipitation analysis than for any other
analysis. A longer length between nodes indicates more difference and more independence
among clusters. Members that do not share a parent GCM with any other ensemble member
group together, but they group together at higher nodes, indicating they are more dissimilar than
the groups of like-GCM.
The precipitation-only analysis produces an SKC distance matrix (Figure 4.5) that shows
the BCCA5 CESM1-BGC and WICCI GISS-ER models are very dissimilar to the rest of the
ensemble members and to the observations. The 2D representation (Figure 4.6) shows the
observations in the middle of the rest of the model data points.

4.2. By Downscaled Dataset
Most quantitative studies that employ downscaled data use only one downscaling
method. Previous research indicates that the full CMIP3 or CMIP5 ensemble has inter-model
dependency (Pennell and Reichler, 2011; Sanderson, Knutti, and Caldwell, 2015; Knutti et al.
2010; Sanderson and Knutti, 2012; Masson and Knutti, 2011). The next four sections test GCM
dependence within four different downscaled datasets: MACA, BCCA5, WICCI, and SERAP.
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4.2.1. MACA
Hierarchical clustering (Figure 4.7) of only the MACA downscaled GCMs produces an
AC of 0.37. This AC is closer to zero than the full-ensemble runs, indicating that this model does
a poor job of replicating the structure of these data. This method groups some models together
based on modeling center, but others still remain far apart.
The SKC method, however, does find GCMs from the same modeling centers are closer
together. Consider the loadings distance matrix (Figure 4.8) and note that the Bejing Climate
Center models (BCC-CSM1), the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) models, Met
Office Hadley Centre (HadGEM), Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace (ISPL), and the Japan Agency
for Marine-Earth Science and Technology (MIROC) models are all similar to other models from
the same center. None of the distances are extreme when compared to the observations dataset,
causing the 2D plot (Figure 4.9) to be dispersed within the domain.

4.2.2. BCCA5
BCCA5 is an analogous downscaling technique and includes many of the same GCMs as
MACA (16 out of the 21 BCCA5 ensemble members). It comes as a surprise that the hierarchical
clustering results in Figure 4.10 do not mirror the results from the MACA clustering (Figure 4.7).
The AC is the similar to the AC for MACA at 0.54.
Unlike MACA, the distance matrix produced from the SKC analysis (Figure 4.11) does
not filter GCMs from like-modeling centers into closer distances. In fact, the distance matrix and
2D surface (Figure 4.12) are impacted by the relative large distance between the ensemble
members and the observation dataset.
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4.2.3. WICCI
Both the clustering and SKC analysis produce loose clustering. The clustering from the
hierarchical clustering analysis has an AC of 0.19 (Figure 4.13). This AC is so close to zero that
the results are not worth discussing. Another model may be more appropriate for explaining any
underlying patterns of similarity in these data. Likewise, the inter-model distances produced
from the SKC model loadings (Figure 4.14) show large values for model-model and observationmodel distances. The 2D representation of the distance matrix (Figure 4.15) shows data points
sparsely populating a rather large normalized domain.

4.2.4. SERAP
Hierarchical clustering captures a moderate amount of the similarity among the SERAP
ensemble members. The AC is 0.5 (Figure 4.16). The two models from the Canadian Centre for
Climate Modelling and Analysis are grouped together in the same cluster. Models from GFDL
are in two separate branches. Two Hadley Centre models are within the same branch but
separated by two subsequent hierarchies. The SKC analysis (Figures 4.17 and 4.18) does produce
values that suggest a relative closeness between a few modeling centers: Canadian Center for
Climate Modeling (CCM3.1), and the Met office Hadley Centre (HadGEM).

4.3. By Climate Model Generation
Rauser et al. (2015) suggest treating CMIP3 and CMIP5 climate modeling generations as
a single ensemble, claiming that the generations are not dissimilar enough to separate into
independent distributions. The following sections seek to test tbe Rauser et al. (2015)
conclusions in the dependency framework shown in previous chapters. The first analysis
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compares similarity between BCCA5 and BCCA3. These two climate data sets use the same
downscaling technique but are separated by climate model generation. Next, MACA and SERAP
ensembles are tested for dependency and similarity. MACA are downscaled using constructed
analogues of CMIP5 climate models and SERAP are regressions of models from CMIP3. I
hypothesize that ensemble members within the results from the BCCA5 and BCCA3 data sets
will cluster about model generation and that the results from MACA and SERAP data sets will
show similarity cross-GCM model generation.

4.3.1. BCCA5 and BCCA3
The AC is 0.41 for these two downscaled datasets. The dendrogram (Figure 4.19) mostly
divides the two climate modeling generations with two notable exceptions. MRI-CGCM2.32
from BCCA3 and MRI-CGCM3 from BCCA5 cluster together in a branch with a low
dissimilarity node. These are successive model generations from the same modeling group, the
Meteorological Research Institute (MRI) based in Japan. The other cluster includes the CMIP3
GFDL.CM2.1 and the CMIP5 ACCESS1.0. These two models do not seem to be closely related
from a climate model genealogy perspective.
The distance matrix from the SKC analysis shows (Figure 4.20) that the BCCA3 models,
CGCM3.1(T47) and CNRM-CM3 are different from each other (as evident from the 2D surface
in Figure 4.21). There are large relative distances between the observations and all other
ensemble members.
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4.3.2. MACA and SERAP
An AC of 0.87 shows that the clustering method can best replicate the structure of this
subset of the larger climate ensemble. The dendrogram (Figure 4.22) layout shows an interesting
pattern wherein seven SERAP ensemble members cluster along with MACA GCMs, and the
other seven SERAPs populate a separate branch of the dendrogram.
The SKC method seems to concur with the clustering method for this test. The lighter
shaded cells in the EOF loadings distance matrix (Figure 4.32) are the distances between each
SERAP GCM. The MACA downscaled GCM, MIROC-ESM, is the most distant from all other
ensemble members, but the relative distance between the observations and the MIROC-ESM
model is not as large. The 2D distance plot shows a distinct “clustering” separating the SERAP
and MACA datasets. The SERAP points are located close to the center of the normalized
domain, and the MACA GCMs populate the edges of the domain.

4.4. Duplicate GCMs
MACA and BCCA5 are the two downscaling sets that have the most duplicate GCMs.
These two sets are used to test if hierarchical clustering and the SKC method will determine if
the like-parent GCMs are similar and dependent.

4.4.1. MACA and BCCA5
In previous clusters and SKC analysis, MACA and BCCA5 have many same-parent
GCMs show relative closeness or cluster together. That pattern does not replicate when isolating
the two downscaling methods. The hierarchical clustering AC is 0.54, indicating a moderate
representation of the similarity among these ensemble members.
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BCCA5 models show a relatively variable distance between other BCCA5 downscaled
models in the SKC- produced distance matrix (Figure 4.34). Two MACA models, BCC-CSM11m and CanESM2 cells are shaded in dark blue, which shows a large relative distance between
these two models and the rest of the ensemble members. In the 2D distance plot (Figure 4.35),
there are a few MACA data points on the outer area of the graph, but most MACA GCMs group
near the center. As with the distance matrix, the 2D distance plot shows a divide between
BCCA5 models and MACA models in the normalized space.
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Figure 4.1: Dendrogram of downscaled GCMs aggregated for the southeast CONUS. Clusters
are a function of maximum temperature. Both dendrograms show the same results. The top
dendrogram has models labeled by their parent GCM, and the bottom dendrogram is labeled by
the downscaling method. NOTE: DCP = SERAP downscaling method.
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Figure 4.2: The lower-triangle aggregated distance matrix of the first 20 EOF model loadings for
74 climate models and 1 observation dataset including seasonal average maximum temperature
over the southeast CONUS. Each row and column are labeled with the parent GCM and colorcoded by downscaling method. Ordered from top to bottom: Observation, BCCA3, BCCA5,
SERAP, MACA, RegCM3, and WICCI. Each cell is shaded according to the model loading
distance. Lighter shades indicate relative closeness, darker shades indicate relative distance.
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Figure 4.3: A 2D representation of the loadings distance matrix (Figure 4.2) from the SKC
method. Color and symbol combinations indicate parent GCM. Color denotes downscaling
method ordered from top to bottom: Observation, BCCA3, BCCA5, SERAP, MACA, RegCM3,
and WICCI. Those bolded in the legend are CMIP3 generation models.
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Figure 4.4: Dendrogram of downscaled GCMs aggregated for the southeast CONUS. Clusters
are a function of precipitation. Both dendrograms show the same results. The top dendrogram
has models labeled by their parent GCM, and the bottom dendrogram is labeled by the
downscaling method. NOTE: DCP = SERAP downscaling method.
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Figure 4.5: The lower-triangle aggregated distance matrix of the first 20 EOF model loadings for
74 climate models and 1 observation dataset including seasonal precipitation over the southeast
CONUS. Each row and column are labeled with the parent GCM and color-coded by
downscaling method. Ordered from top to bottom: Observation, BCCA3, BCCA5, SERAP,
MACA, RegCM3, and WICCI. Each cell is shaded according to the model loading distance.
Lighter shades indicate relative closeness, darker shades indicate relative distance.
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Figure 4.6: A 2D representation of the loadings distance matrix (Figure 4.5) from the SKC
method. Color and symbol combinations indicate parent GCM. Color denotes downscaling
method ordered from top to bottom: Observation, BCCA3, BCCA5, SERAP, MACA, RegCM3,
and WICCI. Those bolded in the legend are CMIP3 generation models.
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Figure 4.7: Dendrogram of MACA downscaled GCMs aggregated over the entire Southeast
domain. Clusters are a function of precipitation, maximum temperature, and minimum
temperature inter-correlation. Both dendrograms show the same results. The top dendrogram has
models labeled by their parent GCM, and the bottom dendrogram is labeled by the downscaling
method. NOTE: DCP = SERAP downscaling method.
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Figure 4.8: The lower-triangle aggregated distance matrix of the first 20 EOF model loadings for
20 MACA climate models and 1 observation dataset including seasonal average maximum and
minimum temperature, and precipitation over the southeast CONUS. Each row and column are
labeled with the parent GCM and color-coded by downscaling method. Each cell is shaded
according to the model loading distance. Lighter shades indicate relative closeness, darker shades
indicate relative distance.
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Figure 4.9: A 2D representation of the loadings distance matrix (Figure 4.8) from the SKC
method. Color and symbol combinations indicate parent GCM. Color denotes downscaling
method ordered from top to bottom: Observation, MACA.
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Figure 4.10: Dendrogram of BCCA5 downscaled GCMs aggregated over the entire Southeast
domain. Clusters are a function of precipitation, maximum temperature, and minimum
temperature inter-correlation. Both dendrograms show the same results. The top dendrogram has
models labeled by their parent GCM, and the bottom dendrogram is labeled by the downscaling
method. NOTE: DCP = SERAP downscaling method.
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Figure 4.11: The lower-triangle aggregated distance matrix of the first 20 EOF model loadings
for 21 BCCA5 climate models and 1 observation dataset including seasonal average maximum
and minimum temperature, and precipitation over the southeast CONUS. Each row and column
are labeled with the parent GCM and color-coded by downscaling method. Each cell is shaded
according to the model loading distance. Lighter shades indicate relative closeness, darker shades
indicate relative distance.
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Figure 4.12: A 2D representation of the loadings distance matrix (Figure 4.11) from the SKC
method. Color and symbol combinations indicate parent GCM. Color denotes downscaling
method ordered from top to bottom: Observation, BCCA5.
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Figure 4.13: Dendrogram of WICCI downscaled GCMs aggregated over the entire Southeast
domain. Clusters are a function of precipitation, maximum temperature, and minimum
temperature inter-correlation. Both dendrograms show the same results. The top dendrogram has
models labeled by their parent GCM, and the bottom dendrogram is labeled by the downscaling
method. NOTE: DCP = SERAP downscaling method.
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Figure 4.14: The lower-triangle aggregated distance matrix of the first 10 EOF model loadings
for 9 WICCI climate models and 1 observation dataset including seasonal average maximum and
minimum temperature, and precipitation over the southeast CONUS. Each row and column are
labeled with the parent GCM and color-coded by downscaling method. Each cell is shaded
according to the model loading distance. Lighter shades indicate relative closeness, darker shades
indicate relative distance.
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Figure 4.15: A 2D representation of the loadings distance matrix (Figure 4.14) from the SKC
method. Color and symbol combinations indicate parent GCM. Color denotes downscaling
method ordered from top to bottom: Observation and WICCI.
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Figure 4.16: Dendrogram of SERAP downscaled GCMs aggregated over the entire Southeast
domain. Clusters are a function of precipitation, maximum temperature, and minimum
temperature inter-correlation. Both dendrograms show the same results. The top dendrogram has
models labeled by their parent GCM, and the bottom dendrogram is labeled by the downscaling
method. NOTE: DCP = SERAP downscaling method.
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Figure 4.17: The lower-triangle aggregated distance matrix of the first 10 EOF model loadings
for 14 SERAP climate models and 1 observation dataset including seasonal average maximum
and minimum temperature, and precipitation over the southeast CONUS. Each row and column
are labeled with the parent GCM and color-coded by downscaling method. Each cell is shaded
according to the model loading distance. Lighter shades indicate relative closeness, darker shades
indicate relative distance.
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Figure 4.18: A 2D representation of the loadings distance matrix (Figure 4.17) from the SKC
method. Color and symbol combinations indicate parent GCM. Color denotes downscaling
method ordered from top to bottom: Observation, SERAP.
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Figure 4.19: Dendrogram of BCCA3 and BCCA5 downscaled GCMs aggregated over the entire
Southeast domain. Clusters are a function of precipitation, maximum temperature, and minimum
temperature inter-correlation. Both dendrograms show the same results. The top dendrogram has
models labeled by their parent GCM, and the bottom dendrogram is labeled by the downscaling
method. NOTE: DCP = SERAP downscaling method.
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Figure 4.20: The lower-triangle aggregated distance matrix of the first 20 EOF model loadings
for 30 BCCA5 and BCCA3 climate models and 1 observation dataset including seasonal average
maximum and minimum temperature, and precipitation over the southeast CONUS. Each row
and column are labeled with the parent GCM and color-coded by downscaling method). Ordered
from top to bottom: Observation, BCCA3, and BCCA5. Each cell is shaded according to the
model loading distance. Lighter shades indicate relative closeness, darker shades indicate relative
distance.
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Figure 4.21: A 2D representation of the loadings distance matrix (Figure 4.20) from the SKC
method. Color and symbol combinations indicate parent GCM. Color denotes downscaling
method ordered from top to bottom: Observation, BCCA3, BCCA5. Those bolded in the legend
are CMIP3 generation models.
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Figure 4.22: Dendrogram of MACA and SERAP downscaled GCMs aggregated over the entire
Southeast domain. Clusters are a function of precipitation, maximum temperature, and minimum
temperature inter-correlation. Both dendrograms show the same results. The top dendrogram has
models labeled by their parent GCM, and the bottom dendrogram is labeled by the downscaling
method. NOTE: DCP = SERAP downscaling method.
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Figure 4.23: The lower-triangle aggregated distance matrix of the first 20 EOF model loadings
for 34 SERAP and MACA climate models and 1 observation dataset including seasonal average
maximum and minimum temperature, and precipitation over the southeast CONUS. Each row
and column are labeled with the parent GCM and color-coded by downscaling method. Ordered
from top to bottom: Observation, SERAP, and MACA. Each cell is shaded according to the
model loading distance. Lighter shades indicate relative closeness, darker shades indicate relative
distance.
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Figure 4.24: A 2D representation of the loadings distance matrix (Figure 4.23) from the SKC
method. Color and symbol combinations indicate parent GCM. Color denotes downscaling
method ordered from top to bottom: Observation, SERAP, MACA. Those bolded in the legend
are CMIP3 generation models.
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Figure 4.25: Dendrogram of MACA and BCCA5 downscaled GCMs aggregated over the entire
Southeast domain. Clusters are a function of precipitation, maximum temperature, and minimum
temperature inter-correlation. Both dendrograms show the same results. The top dendrogram has
models labeled by their parent GCM, and the bottom dendrogram is labeled by the downscaling
method. NOTE: DCP = SERAP downscaling method.
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Figure 4.26: The lower-triangle aggregated distance matrix of the first 20 EOF model loadings
for 41 BCCA5 and MACA climate models and 1 observation dataset including seasonal average
maximum and minimum temperature, and precipitation over the southeast CONUS. Each row
and column are labeled with the parent GCM and color-coded by downscaling method. Ordered
from top to bottom: Observation, BCCA5, and MACA. Each cell is shaded according to the
model loading distance. Lighter shades indicate relative closeness, darker shades indicate relative
distance.
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Figure 4.27: A 2D representation of the loadings distance matrix (Figure 4.26) from the SKC
method. Color and symbol combinations indicate parent GCM. Color denotes downscaling
method ordered from top to bottom: Observation, BCCA5, MACA.
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Chapter 5
5.1. Clustering Weights
The weights are determined from the clustering process (Table 5.1) for the entire
Southeast domain using all three variables: maximum temperature, minimum temperature, and
precipitation. Each branch is given an overall weight of one in the ensemble. Individual
ensemble members within a specific branch are given a weight dependent on the number of
members within a branch. For example, if there are three models within a single branch, each
model is given a weight of 0.33.
The maximum number of models within a single branch is four, giving those models a
weight of 0.25. The four-member branches include four different downscaling types with likeparent GCM, ECHAM5/MPI-OM. These downscaled-model combinations are: BCCA3,
SERAP, WICCI, and RegCM3. RegCM3 is the sole dynamic model within the entire full
ensemble. It was included to add diversity and more seasonal drivers to the ensemble spread, but
in this case the model is weighted much lower than most other effective ensemble member.

5.1.2. Spread Measure Results
The clustering method provides the opportunity to reduce the ensemble based on a
predetermined number. For example, a land surface modeler using ArcGIS may want to
introduce climate uncertainty into the analysis. These models can have long wall-clock run times
for a single climate scenario, making it impractical to use even tens of GCMs. At each cluster
reduction step a spread measure can give a score of how much of the future climate ensemble is
being represented or lost with each subtraction of an effective ensemble member.
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Figure 5.1 shows how the “skill score” varies with each reduction in ensemble size.
Starting at 73 members, the skill score is 1, meaning at each projected year, the maximum and
minimum annual average temperature (or ensemble spread) of the full ensemble equals the
ensemble spread of the reduced ensemble. As the number of groups decreases and the effective
weight of each GCM decreases, the reduced ensemble begins to represent less of the full
ensemble. Finally, when all GCMs are divided into just 3 groups, the skill score is less than 0.20.

5.1.3. Maximizing Spread and Minimizing Climate Models in Ensemble Building
This analysis is based on the full variable and domain dendrogram (Figure 3.7) and the
skill scores from the bar plot (Figure 5.1). The ensemble weights are calculated by grouping
these data into 39 distinct groups. This reduces the ensemble in size by nearly half but still keeps
around 80% of the projected climate ensemble spread. The hierarchical clustering skill scores are
reduced in a stepwise linear pattern. Skills scores decrease slowly with each incremental
reduction in ensemble size. A large decrease in skill score occurs after approximately 20
effective ensemble members are removed from the reduced ensemble. This stepwise structure is
curious and requires further research into its root cause.

5.2. SKC Weights
Weights from the SKC method (Table 5.2) are determined using the method from
Sanderson, Wehner, and Knutti (2017). These formulas are discussed in Chapter 2, equations
2.7, 2.10, 2.11, and 2.12. These weights are determined by first logarithmically transforming
individual inter-model weights normalized by a prescribed distance, then summing these weights
by model, and finally taking the inverse of that value. There is one difference between the SKC
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method cited and the one employed here. Sanderson et al. (2015 and 2017) prescribe the
normalization distance based on the relative distance between GCMs from the same modeling
center. It is shown in the sensitivity testing of the SKC method (chapter 4), however, that sharing
genealogy does not always produce likeness in the distance space. Therefore, the normalized
distance is the 50th percentile value. Distances from the model loadings matrix that are below the
50th percentile value are considered relatively close, and those that occur beyond are considered
relatively far.
The distance from the SKC literature used is 0.48, but the median value for the distances
in this analysis is 1.84. Given the larger distances produced by the downscaled ensemble when
compared to the distances in Sanderson et al. (2015), it seems reasonable to use a larger
similarity distance/normalization distance.
Finally, these model weights and the resulting ensemble mean use only what Sanderson
and coauthors (2017) refer to as the “uniqueness weight” rather than the combined skill and
uniqueness weight. This is because the hypotheses tested in this project are only about model
dependence, and the goal is compare to more accurately the weights to weights produced by the
clustering method, which does not include information about model performance.

5.3. Ensemble Reduction with SKC Methods
The reduction technique using the SKC weights is simply to remove the lowest weighted
ensemble member from the full ensemble. The uniqueness weight of each model depends on
how relatively close it is in EOF space. Figure 5.2 shows the skill scores associated with the
SKC method of reducing effective ensemble size. There are several key differences in the skill
score distribution of the SKC and clustering methods. First, the SKC reduced ensemble
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maintains a higher proportion of the future spread in the full ensembles for even lower effective
ensemble sizes. The ensemble can be reduced to N=7 before the skill score drops below 0.8. By
contrast, the clustering skill score drops below 0.8 at N=40. The shape of the skill score
distribution is also quite different from the clustering results. Instead of exhibiting a stepwise
linear decrease, the distribution decreases linearly, without a large stepwise decrease every 20
models.

5.4. Ensemble Performance
It has been shown that an ensemble mean will outperform any individual ensemble
member when compared to observations of precipitation and temperature (Annan and
Hargreaves, 2011; Chaturvedi et al, 2012; Gleckler et al., 2008; Sillmann et al. 2013; Lambert
and Boer, 2001; Phillips and Glecker, 2006; Randall et al. 2007). But will the reduced
downscaled ensemble still outperform the individual models? Consider the Taylor diagram
(Figure 5.2). The color-coded symbols are the downscaled GCM ensemble members, all of
which are located nearly on-top of each other with RMSE values (calculated between the
ensemble member and observations) between 8-10, and correlations (between observations and
ensemble member) around 0.75. The new weighted-mean points closer to the where the
observation value (black open circle) is plotted (the location that minimizes RMSE and
maximizes correlations).
The ensemble means for each ensemble weighting scheme occur closer to the observation
than any individual ensemble member. The full ensemble and clustered ensemble means are the
closest, while the SKC ensemble mean is a bit closer to the individual ensemble member
grouping than the other two ensemble means. Since some of the weights for the SKC method are
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0 or very close to zero, they are effectively removed from the mean ensemble calculation. This
may be why the weighted ensemble mean has a lower correlation, higher RMSE, and higher
standard deviation than the full, unweighted ensemble mean.
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Figure 5.1: The spread skill score at each reduction step in the hierarchical clustering process.
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Figure 5.2: The spread skill score at each reduction step in the SKC ensemble building process.
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Table 5.1: Weights for each downscaled GCM from the hierarchical clustering method.
DS
GCM
HC Weights DS
GCM
HC
Weights
bcca3
CGCM3.1(T47)
0.33
serap
GFDL-CM2.0
0.5
bcca3
CNRM-CM3
0.33
serap
GFDL-CM2.1
0.5
bcca3
GFDL-CM2.0
0.33
serap
UKMO-HadCM3
0.33
bcca3
GFDL-CM2.1
0.5
serap
UKMO-HadGEM1
0.33
bcca3
IPSL-CM4
0.5
serap
MIROC3.2(medres)
0.5
bcca3
MIROC3.2(medres)
0.5
serap
MRI-CGCM2.3.2
0.33
bcca3
ECHO-G
0.5
serap
PCM
0.5
bcca3
ECHAM5/MPI-OM
0.25
maca
BCC-CSM1-1
1
bcca3
MRI-CGCM2.3.2
0.33
maca
BCC-CSM1-1m
0.5
bcca5
ACCESS1-0
0.5
maca
BNU_ESM
0.5
bcca5
BCC-CSM1-1
0.5
maca
CanESM2
0.5
bcca5
BNU_ESM
0.5
maca
CCSM4
1
bcca5
CanESM2
0.5
maca
CNRM-CM5
0.5
bcca5
CCSM4
0.5
maca
CSIRO-Mk3-6-0
0.5
bcca5
CESM1-BGC
0.5
maca
GFDL-ESM2G
0.5
bcca5
CNRM-CM5
0.5
maca
GFDL-E2M2m
0.5
bcca5
CSIRO-Mk3-6-0
0.5
maca
HadGEM2-CC
1
bcca5
GFDL-CM3
0.5
maca
HadGEM2-ES
1
bcca5
GFDL-ESM2G
0.5
maca
INM-CM4
0.5
bcca5
GFDL-E2M2m
0.5
maca
ISPL-CM5A-LR
0.5
bcca5
INM-CM4
0.5
maca
ISPL-CM5A-MR
0.5
bcca5
ISPL-CM5A-LR
0.5
maca
ISPL-CM5B-LR
0.33
bcca5
ISPL-CM5A-MR
0.5
maca
MIROC-ESM
0.5
bcca5
MIROC-ESM
0.5
maca
MIROC-ESM-CHEM 0.5
bcca5
MIROC-ESM-CHEM 0.5
maca
MIROC5
0.5
bcca5
MIROC5
0.5
maca
MRI-CGCM3
0.5
bcca5
MPI-ESM-LR
0.5
maca
NorESM1-M
0.5
bcca5
MPI-ESM-MR
1
regcm3 ECHAM5/MPI-OM
0.25
bcca5
MRI-CGCM3
0.5
wicci
CGCM3.1(T63)
0.33
bcca5
NorESM1-M
0.5
wicci
CNRM-CM3
0.33
serap
CCSM3
1
wicci
CSIRO_Mk3.0
0.5
serap
CGCM3.1(T47)
0.33
wicci
CSIRO_MK3.5
1
serap
CGCM3.1(T63)
0.33
wicci
GFDL-CM2.0
0.33
serap
CNRM-CM3
0.33
wicci
GISS-ER
0.33
serap
CSIRO-Mk3.0
1
wicci
ECHO-G
0.5
serap
ECHAM5/MPI-OM
0.25
wicci
ECHAM5/MPI-OM
0.25
serap
ECHO-G
0.33
wicci
MRI-CGCM2.3.2
0.33
serap
GFDL-CM2.0
0.33
serap
GFDL-CM2.1
0.33
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Table 5.2: Weights for each downscaled GCM from the SKC method.
DS
GCM
Weight DS
GCM
bcca3 CGCM3.1(T47)
1.1E-05 serap
UKMO-HadCM3
bcca3 CNRM-CM3
2.3E-03 serap
UKMO-HadGEM1
bcca3 GFDL-CM2.0
7.1E-04 serap
MIROC3.2(medres)
bcca3 GFDL-CM2.1
1.2E-03 serap
MRI-CGCM2.3.2
bcca3 IPSL-CM4
7.5E-04 serap
PCM
bcca3 MIROC3.2(medres)
1.1E-03 maca
BCC-CSM1-1
bcca3 ECHO-G
2.9E-03 maca
BCC-CSM1-1m
bcca3 ECHAM5/MPI-OM
1.8E-03 maca
BNU_ESM
bcca3 MRI-CGCM2.3.2
2.6E-03 maca
CanESM2
bcca5 ACCESS1-0
1.4E-03 maca
CCSM4
bcca5 BCC-CSM1-1
2.6E-03 maca
CNRM-CM5
bcca5 BNU_ESM
7.0E-03 maca
CSIRO-Mk3-6-0
bcca5 CanESM2
1.4E-03 maca
GFDL-ESM2G
bcca5 CCSM4
2.6E-03 maca
GFDL-E2M2m
bcca5 CESM1-BGC
4.3E-01 maca
HadGEM2-CC
bcca5 CNRM-CM5
9.8E-01 maca
HadGEM2-ES
bcca5 CSIRO-Mk3-6-0
1.4E-06 maca
INM-CM4
bcca5 GFDL-CM3
3.0E-05 maca
ISPL-CM5A-LR
bcca5 GFDL-ESM2G
7.9E-13 maca
ISPL-CM5A-MR
bcca5 GFDL-E2M2m
1.7E-02 maca
ISPL-CM5B-LR
bcca5 INM-CM4
6.0E-02 maca
MIROC-ESM
bcca5 ISPL-CM5A-LR
3.4E-03 maca
MIROC-ESM-CHEM
bcca5 ISPL-CM5A-MR
8.2E-05 maca
MIROC5
bcca5 MIROC-ESM
2.2E-12 maca
MRI-CGCM3
bcca5 MIROC-ESM-CHEM
2.4E-03 maca
NorESM1-M
bcca5 MIROC5
1.9E-07 regcm3 ECHAM5/MPI-OM
bcca5 MPI-ESM-LR
5.0E-09 wicci
CGCM3.1(T63)
bcca5 MPI-ESM-MR
3.2E-04 wicci
CNRM-CM3
bcca5 MRI-CGCM3
1.1E-16 wicci
CSIRO_Mk3.0
bcca5 NorESM1-M
7.4E-04 wicci
CSIRO_MK3.5
serap CCSM3
8.7E-03 wicci
GFDL-CM2.0
serap CGCM3.1(T47)
2.2E-01 wicci
GISS-ER
serap CGCM3.1(T63)
8.6E-04 wicci
ECHO-G
serap CNRM-CM3
9.0E-05 wicci
ECHAM5/MPI-OM
serap CSIRO-Mk3.0
2.2E-07 wicci
MRI-CGCM2.3.2
serap ECHAM5/MPI-OM
4.3E-03
serap ECHO-G
1.8E-01
serap GFDL-CM2.0
3.3E-07
serap GFDL-CM2.1
1.3E-07

Weight
9.6E-06
1.5E-03
6.3E-04
5.9E-12
7.8E-06
1.2E-02
5.9E-02
3.9E-07
7.1E-05
8.7E-06
1.0E+00
1.4E-02
3.2E-01
1.3E-07
4.9E-04
1.0E-01
2.9E-12
1.7E-08
1.5E-01
1.6E-03
1.9E-01
3.4E-07
8.0E-09
5.4E-01
1.4E-03
9.7E-04
0.0E+00
1.3E-08
3.8E-01
3.1E-05
2.4E-03
1.1E-05
3.7E-12
3.8E-02
6.1E-01
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Figure 5.3: A Taylor Diagram plotting the individual ensemble members (in color symbols), the
METDATA observational dataset, and the full, cluster determined, and SKC determined
ensemble (in black). Each model and average are daily observations during 1979-1999.
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Chapter 6
6. Summary and Conclusions
Projects that deal with projecting environmental conditions into the future for species
impact, water use, or other climate sensitive sectors are faced with an overwhelming number of
model options. Multiple modeling generations, downscaling methods, and warming scenario
options leave these researchers or city planners with hundreds of models and many more
combinations of those models. Ideally, a knowledgeable climatologist equipped with downscaled
data can advise on the subset of options that fit a stakeholder’s needs. Alas, this is not always
feasible. This project hopes to offer guidance to climatologists, risk assessors, and city planners
on how to reduce the number of climate model options, while maintaining the maximum amount
of future uncertainty using a climate model dependency framework.
The hierarchal clustering methodology consistently replicates the internal structure of the
data similarities, shown by its near 1 AC scores for the full ensemble, all three parameters,
regardless of domain location or size tested in this study. There are few pattern changes to the
groupings when considering the sub-domain sensitivity tests. Temperature variables exhibit more
inter-model dependence than precipitation variables. This could be because there are more
options and customizations available to model moisture parameters in climate models via
convection and microphysics parameterizations. It can also be due to the introduction of ground
observations in the downscaling relationship. Ground observations for precipitation have more
sources of error and uncertainty than temperature observations according to the user manuals for
tipping bucket and capacitance temperature measurement devices. Precipitation varies greatly
spatially, and current observation networks are not dense enough to accurately account for that
variability.
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Overall, the hierarchal clustering methodology produces consistent results. It provides a
tractable way to decrease the number of effective ensemble members. The analysis does not
depend on an observational data set and can be easily performed with only projected data or the
entire climate model archive. The temporal domain is restricted in this study only to remain
comparable with the SKC method. Because observations are not necessary, this method has a
low sensitivity to the historical performance of a model, meaning this method could include a
superfluous model that may have highly independent metrics but may have an unrealistic
representation of current climates. Other drawbacks arise from increasing the temporal domain.
Computation time increases exponentially with each addition to the maximum ensemble size,
but this will be less of an issue as computing capacity continues to increase.
The method from the series of papers from Sanderson and coauthors (2015 and 2017) is
highly sensitive to the relative distance of a model to the observations in the distance space
calculated by the EOF model loadings. The most distant model is not always the same when
changing domain area or variable, indicating that this method has a dependence on domain
choice. A greater ensemble spread is maintained for a larger decrease in the effective ensemble
size when reducing the effective ensemble size by removing the model with the greatest
aggregated distance from all models. This is advantageous to users seeking to maximize the full
ensemble spread with few models. This method uses observations within the EOF analysis,
which limits the EOF analysis to periods of time when observations are present. By limiting the
weighting techniques to the uniqueness weight from Sanderson (2017) and disregarding the skill
weight, which is a weight metric that scales based on how well an ensemble member performs
based on historical observations, however, we can get around the historical record temporal
dependency.
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The comparison between the two methods is clear. When a user seeks to reduce an
effective ensemble size to incorporate future climate uncertainty, then ensemble building with
SKC ensemble reduction maintains a greater proportion of future ensemble spread. Other applied
climate change work has used the SKC method including the most recent version of the National
Climate Assessment (NCA), which employs SKC weights to calculate a weighted mean. One
should, however, exercise caution in using a single model (even the ensemble mean) for
inference on future variables, since the future is inherently uncertain.
This thesis will conclude by evaluating the hypotheses listed in Chapter 1. Consider
hypothesis 1, “Downscaled models that share the same parent GCM and similar sub-model
components, and same downscaling technique are not independent.” There are several instances
where models that shared the same parent GCM, sub-model component, and downscaling
technique were measured as being more dependent than when compared to an ensemble member
that did not share any “hereditary” characteristics. This is truer for the clustering technique than
the SKC methodology.
The second hypothesis “Removing dependent models from the full ensemble will not
affect, or minimally affect ensemble spread.” This is false for the hierarchical clustering
technique, but true for the SKC methodology. Removing approximately 20 models from an
ensemble size of 74 reduces the capability to represent the future spread fully when reducing
ensemble size using hierarchical clustering. Removing the same number of models but using the
SKC methodology maintains more than 90% of the ensemble spread.
The third hypothesis is, “The reduced ensemble will not be constant across the Southeast
CONUS and will be dependent on domain location and size.” This is indeed true for the SKC
methodology which exhibits a high dependence on domain location. There is some truth to this
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statement when considering the clustering technique, but if the differences are not as drastic as
the SKCs results.
Lastly, consider the final hypothesis made at the beginning of this project: “The
comparison between the two independence methodologies from Pennell and Reichtler (2011)
and Sanderson, Knutti, and Caldwell (2015) will produce similar results.” The two
methodologies produce very different results. Hierarchical clustering finds dependence between
like-parent GCMs and climate modeling generation. The SKC method finds some dependence
between models that share the same modeling center. When comparing the results for the same
time period, domain, and variable selection the results share some similarities in inter-model
distances but are far from the same.
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